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BRITAIN PLACES After a brief illness: C. A.1
Niel, Orr Dios of Ceagestiss. Club Placed at Disposal of
BRUIN TOBACCO
WephltiAl. Aug. It-Retail-
istein----oriiiTfittinw character on
the part of this government
against Great Btitain unless that
country modifies its attitude to-
wards American tobacco bound
for neutral countries was the
unanimous verdict of tobacco
growers from the "black patch"
of Kentucky, Tennessee and Vir-
ginia in a conference in the of-I
tice of Senator Martin, of Vir-I
ginia.
It was genertilly agreitretat
Great Britain was acting in an
arbitrary and 'unfair manner.
Senator Martin said that he be-
lieved that if the state depart-
ment would show a little nerve
and send an ultimatum to Great'
Britain which would be- clear
and unmistakable, the latter
• country would change its posi-
tion. Representative Byrnes. of
Tennessee, who has been active!
in the fight, expressed the same'
view.
Kentucky members of congress
were present to give their help
to any movement looking  to the
relief of the tobacco growers. ,
Among the Kentuckians here
are W. D. Fowler, James McKin-
zie. R. E. Cooper and George
Gary, Hopkinsville: Judge R. V.
Gregory, Mayfield; Messrs. W.
B. Kennedy, W. F. Paxton and
William Wright: Paducah: Ruby
LatToon and W. J. Cox, of Medi-
Ponville, and former Senator G.
T. Wyatt. of Olmstead.
The situation with respect to
the embargo on tobacco placed
by. Great Britain, in brief, seems
to be as follows, judginseby the
•
7s,
(Neely) Orr died rathtrautidenly President With Which He
late Wednesday afternoon at hie
Might Raiserhe Embargo.
He was 64) years of age, having
b3en born in Henry county.,,
WaerlIrritton, Aug. 29.-A tgAv. during say war In wmaTenn., in 1856. _Alaw_days aaa_ 
—seal blow In *fent*be had an attack of ten gestton,
home on South Seventh street.
tea StitTeslie not eiglisred
but his condition was not coosid. bac"' 
growers of Kentucky and Ipresident shall be satisfied
ered serious until about an hour 
other tobacco producing states,
before his death.
was struck tonight by Senators 
011ie M. James and J. C. W.'He moved to Graves county ZS
pears ago and had lived in May.
Beckham, when they obtained
field for the past several years. 
an amendment to the revenue
He was married to Miss Eliza-
bill which places a club in the
beth Veal, who with three daugh-
hands of the president to strike
ters, Misses Amye, Inez and
back at Great Britain or any oth-Lo-
er that to
la Orr, survive. The deceased 
country seeks
also leaves a sister, bliss Eliza-
beth Orr, and a brother, D. W.
Orr, living near Crossland, Cal-
way county.
The deceased was truly a good
acting in behalf of the growers
man and had many friends. He
i
!of this and other states. They
was a member of the First Bap
submitted the proposed relalia--
tilt church of Mayfield.
The funeral services 
' 'trey legislation to Secretary of
- - State Lansing when, with -the
ducted from the late home at 
were-con-
Idark tobacco growers of five
o'clock Thursday afternoon, con-
4 states, their senators and repre-
ducted by Rev. L. J. Covington.
sentatives, they went to the de-
Burial in Maplewood Cemetery.
partanent to urge renewed diplo-
-Mayfield Messenger.
matie representations in behalf
of the tobacco men.
.1. W. Albrittea Dead. Secretary Lsnsinigave almost
impose
At an early hour Tuesday
morning J. W. Albritton died af-
ter an illness of the infirmities
incident to old age, being about
78 years old.
He is survived by his wife and
two children, Mrs. T. G. Mar-
shall, with whom he lived, and
one son, Joe Albritton, of Mar-
tin, Tenn. He was a worthy
citizen and a staunch member of
the Christian church.
The fu,.eral services were con-
ducted at New Providencechurch
Wednesday by Rev. Penny Brown
of Murray, with interment in
New Providence cemetery -Ha-
of the dark tobacco zel News,
representatives here:
That unless unrestricted sale
of tobacco, especially the 1916
coNFEDERATEs
crop now in bond, is permitted
by Great Britain to neutral coun-
tries, congress and the state de-
partment will be asked to shut
-off from Great Britain all pro1
ducts from the United States Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 31.-
which that country must haveiAmong the hundreds of letters
Retaliations, if necessary to pro- voluoteering services in the
ant American interests, will be event of a strike, none is more
----demanded also, an organization appreciated by President John
representing all tobanco inter-Howe Peyton of the N. Clot: St.
eats, which will refuse to sell to-IL Railway than the one sent by
ham to Great Britain, ' will be officers of a company of ex-Con-
formed.   federate veterans in which they
R. E. Cooper, of Hopkinsville, offer to do guard duty in the pro-
was named as the Kentucky
member of the steering commit-
tee.
Charged With Heaious
Sheriff Whitford and S. C.
C. Folks have gone to East Prai-
rie, Mo., to get Henry Gaither,
who is charged with attempted'
upon the person of &twelve
year o'd dsughter of Henry titan
Mr. Ham lives on Tennessee
ridge, between Dover and Stand-
ing Rock creek. It is alleged
that the attempt was made some
time last spring and the parents 
did rot learn of it till some five
or six weEke ago, when a war-
rant was sworn cut, charging
Gaither with the crime but he
eluded the officers and got away.
The sheriff was notified Sunday
that they had caught him in East
Prairie.
A crime of this character
against a child under fourteen
years of age is the only one that
carries with it the death penal-
ty in this scate.-Dover, Tenn..
Courier.
•
Mrs. M. J. Chriatenberry, ag-
ed 82 years. died last Tuesday
-night after a long illness of con-
, aumption. She was a highly eli-
tes med 'ady ard is survived by
three sons ard two Caughters.
The burin; took p le?, in he West
Fo. k graveysi d
tection of the properties of the
;company in event of a strike.
, "We are too old to do much
work," the letter states, "but
l we are armed and equipped and
in case of any trouble are sub-
ject to call and could do good
service guarding your property."
The communication also says
that the company of veterans
-hods membership in the nation-
al guard of the state and has so
belonged for twenty year,. Pres-
ident P,yton is a honorary aim-
her of the company.
• In addition to hundreds of oth-
er letters received by the man-
agement from Employes in other
:departments offering their ser-
• vices in the event of a strike,
; President , Pey ton has received
462 teltartrams from prominent
business men, commercial organ-
isations, fanners and bankers
pver the territory commending
his stand for arbitration during
the negotiations at Washington.
Many of these messages bore the
signatures of from seven to
twenty men.
the importation by any cou
at war into their own or any
er country of American prod
not injurious toihealth and
ale is prevented or restric
the president, in his discret
is authorized and emposser
prohibit and restrict the im
invitation to Soldiers of State.
Letters have been mailed to
every confederate soldier of Ken-
tucky urging him to attend the
state fair on September 12, a
date to be set aside by Commis-
sioner of Agriculture Mat S. Co-
hen for them. The commission-
the er has made it known that the
that Louisville Board of Trade and
strY the members of the state board
oth- of agriculture are desirous of
'Ids having the soldiegi attend.
mor- It is proposed by those in
ted, charge of the fair that every
i", Confederate soldier who attends
ed th will be admitted free to the
Pc'r" grounds and to all of the exhib-
tstion of similar articles into the its and attractions on t h e
restrictions on American corn- United' States, or in case the' grounds. A.uniform or insignia
merce similailo the embargo on United States does not import designating them as soldiers will
tobacco to Germany and Austria. similar articles, then a(her ar- be recognized by the fair pffi-
The senators lost no time in ticles. cials. An unusual series of en
The president shall, by procla- tertainmenta for the benefit of
mation, make known the prohi- the veterans will be prepared by
bited articles of the offending Commissioner Cohen.
country and any citizen who im-I Commanding Maj. Gen. _W. J.
ports them into this country a1- Stone, of the headquarters, Ken-
to be fined not less than $200 nor tucky division, U. C. V., has
more $50,000 or imprisonment
for two yearn
- At the state department this
afternoon the protest of the gro-
wers was presented to Secretary
Lansing by R. E. .Cooper, Hop.
immediate approval to the pro- kinaville, chairman of the con-
posed amendment and the 
Ken-i 
ference of tobacco growers. The
tuckians succeeded in having the proposal for retaliatory legisla-
senate finance committee meet tion was sutmitted by Senatnr
immediately after their return James and Representative Hullo Will Nonate Next Saturday.
voted unanimously to eliminate senator acted as a member of the l .A runoff democratic primafy
to the capitol. The committeelof Tennessee. The Kentucky
from the revenue bill another re- senate finance coMmittee. The I will be held in Stewart county,
prisal section and inserted the Tennessee congressman is metn- Tenn.. next Saturday to nomi-
James-Beckham amendment. ; ber of the ways and means corn- nate a candidate for represents-
This amendment provides that mittee. tive to be elected in November.
, _ The candidates are N. A. Link
Tobacco Market Active, that there are in the university 
i and M. F. Brandon. In the first
many students getting free 
evelprimary Link received 685 votes,
Clarksville. Tenn., Aug. 27.- : erg advantage -for which other 
Brandon 56.-i and C B 
The tobacco market for the week students have-to pay. is hurting
has been very quiet, although the institution-. Frequently from
some good sales were made at the same community and from
the various warehpuses. Leaf ;families of similar conditions
sold from $675 to $15 25 and !there are pupils who pay and pu-
lugs from $5.10 to $13 00. Deliv- pils who do not.
cries were light as farmers are l President Barker raised the
busy cutting the present crop. question. At one time the uni-
While sales were small they are versity adopted the policy of al-
likely to continue until the new; lowing the counties to send all
crop is ready for the market. !they wanted. This was stopped.
This section is stirred up over 'Then President Barker asked
the embargo England has placed whether this does not create an
on shipments of tobacco to Ger- unconstitutional discrimination,
many and Austria. If this eon- and Attorney General Logan said
dition of affairs prevails millions that in his opinion it does.
of dollars will be lost to the to-__ With the normal schools the
bacco growers in the black patch. case is different, as a condition
of their scholarships is that the
possessor agrees to teach in the
public schools, thus rendering a
clear public service in consider-
has been in force for more than ation of his privileges.
half a century will be overturn- - --
Militia Officer Shia by Woman.ed by the opinion of Attorney
General Logan and free trans.
Ga., Aug. 25.-Capt.portation and board and lodging'
E. J. Spratling. F company, fifthand tuition given county schol-
infantry. national guard of Geor-arship pupils at the Universiti
gia, was shot and killed todayof Kentucky is such a discrimi-
in front of his tent in the state'nation as to violate the bill of
mobilization camp near here.rights, prohibiting the granting
Mrs. H. C. Adams, of Atlanta.of special emoluments or privi-
was arrested on the statementsleges to any citizens, excepting
of several officers and men that,for public services.
she shot the militia officer. SheUnder the law each county
free declined to make any statement.may send to the university
of all expense one student for
No Mare Comity Sdashirships Analyst
A custom in the state which
the
Mr!. Tabitha Crabtrm of Crof-
each 3,000 of the population, se- ton Ky. and Mrs. B. B. Wil-
lected by the county superintend- liamson, of Auburn, Ky., are
1 ent in competive examination, the guests of L. Y. Woodruff and
;It appears that it is net always i wife,
'ambitious children of poor par- former is an aunt and the latter
southwest of the city. The
lentage who are sent and the fact a cousin of Mr. Woodruff.
1 ----- - ---- --------
Kentucky National Guards are Now
En route to the OM Piexican Border
I The three regiments of ''Ken- several months. No infortna-
tucky National Guards were en- tion was given out regarding the
Miss Iris Loftin, daughter of trained at Ft. Thomas Tuesday
Frank Loftin, and, a prominent and Wednesday of this week for
young wt"an of Benton. itan4the Mexican border. The boys
married to Mr. Ralph Lenbi.-Of Will be on the road about five
Hardir, Saturday afternoon at .6 days. The order to move was
o'clock in Benton, Rev. R. T.
Hall performing the ceremony.
The groom is a or wnittent teeth-
er of Harshen c. linty.
".".
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• received with a burst of enthu-
siasmo- it is probable that the
Kentuckfnantingent wiU be in
active service on the border for
• II
CRUSADEAGAINST
TRAIN HOPPING
The Nashville, Chattanooga &
St Louis Railway, through Its
safety department, has inaugur-
ated a campaign against "train
hopping," and in Peeking to have
this dangerous practice stopped,.
will take the matter up with the
parents of children along ie.
lines.
Within the past two weeks
two boys have been crippled
while hopping freight trains.
This practice is usually indulged
in by the youngsters of the smal-
ler communities, and they go
among their playmates and boast
that "they can't run 'em too fast
for me." The boys seldom real-
ize the danger until they are
maimed-and this is usually fol-
lowed by a lawsuit. Arrests us-
ually stop the practice for a abort
time, but the boys are soon back
at the same old tricks.
Superintendent -
son of the safety work has eon-
, ceived the idea that a direct ap-
peal to the parents or guardians
of such offenders will bring re-
sults and believes that by citing
'-specific cases, such as the two-
accidents referred to, that he
will get results.
• - "Train hopping" is dangerous
to grown ups, in fact, nobody
except the train crews has any
business on a freight train, and
the N., C. & St. L. Railway is
endeavoring to secure the coop-
eration of the public in its ef-
forts to reduce the number of
avoidable accidents.
. . Cobb, See that your boy does not en-
the third man in the race, 507. gage in the dangerous practice-
. The run-off is to be between ithe
two candidates receiving the Attacking Mr. isebbs.
Ugliest number of votes.
C.11. BUSH GIVEN
The Courier-Journal, in ghoul-
ish glee, attacks Mr. Beckham
this morning because he, with
nine other democratic senators,
THE NOMINATION to consider the immigration billjoined the republicans in voting
before consideration of the rave-
The Third Judiscial District nue bill was 
completed.
Democratic Executive Commit-
. Last week Mr. Thomas and.
tee, at Eddyville, last Tuesday
morning nominated Judge C. H.
Bush, of Hopkinsville, as a can-
didate for the unexpired term of voted 
to defeat the navy appro-
the bite Judge Haabery. priation bill, which is one of the
most important administratios
measures at the present Remiss_
The Courier-Journal did not find
it necessary to attack Mr. Jobe-
son and Mr. Thomas for their *-
sent the letters to the soldiers.
The proposed day for the soldiers
at the fair will in no way inter-
fere with a meeting of the di-
vision to be held later in Pewee
Valley, Maj. Stone said in a let-
ter to Col. W. A. Milton, Adju-
tant General and Chief af,„Stair
of the division.
Hon. R. T. Wells, of this city,
withdrew from the contest for
the nomination after it became
known to him that it was not
possible to secure a primary elec-
tion. He had canvassed the corn- fection upon the 
final considers-
mittee previous to its meeting tion of this 
important measnre;.
and learned that of the four but they make an 
effort to, pa-
members all were in favor of a lory Mr. Beckham 
because he be-
committee nomination with the lieved one bill should be 
coosid-
single exception of W. A. Sex- ered before another. 
A larger
ton, member from Lyon county. per cent of the 
democrats in tbe-
Mr. Wells had previously declar- ',senate voted with 
Mr. Beckham
ed-that he would not accept a than did 
democrats in the house
committee nomination and held , with Mr. Johnson and Mr. 
Thom--
out to the end for a primary. In !as-
_making his announcement of I If the Courier
-Journal mold
withdrawal Mr. Wells addressed ;have destroyed Mr. Beckham 
po-
the committee in a very pleas- litically he would have been 
deari
ing manner. long ago, but in spite of 
the per-
Judge James Breathitt. Hop. sistent abuse, slander stad 
vituea
kinsville, will probably make the
race on the republican ticket
Mr. Johnson, two Kentucky con-
gressman, were two of thirty-
five democratic congressmen who
I Lisinestoa Co. Enthused Over Miss.Smithland, Ky., August 28.-
Livingston county is highly en-
thused over the recent meetings
'of the Livingston County Devel-
I opment Association and mem-
bers say a new era is dawning
for Livingston county in agricul-
ture and livestock raising. The
route to be traveled in going to addresses of Morgan 0. Hughes
the and Dr. H. H. Cherry were es-Mailsetor.m'
embers of the units PeciallY beneficial. The meet-
should be addressed in care of ings of the association were
the company and regiment of largely attended and many new
members have been added.
It was voted to request theTia-
•eal court to appropriate $800 W:
-ward the payment of a farm ag-
ent's salary for the county,
t e recip.ion k a on ar e 
words ,,Kentuc y National
Guards. Until a permanent
camp is estabilahedinail should
be sent to El Paso, Texas.
eration, he enjoys filling the
highest office within the gift of
the people of the state, to which
he was elected by the largest
democratic majority in thirty
year.--Elizabethtown News.
Aselad Read Bsailhass.
•••
Stewart county tamed down
the move for Lund roads Satur-
day when her citizens defeated
a bond issue of $200,000 te be
used in the construction 'of bet-
ter roads. -
However the defeat 1,01 by
the small majority -of 41 votek...
The north side of the river large-
ly favored the measure, which
was defeated by the residents of
the south side. -Doses., went.
largely against the Pee:mace...is
. 
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CHAPTER XXV—Continued. 
dressed and opened the door, I heard
the waves still lapping on the beach.
garrulously attesting the fury of thewas all she replied; but I
Dould have sworn there was a 
night. I had slept late. and I stepped
note of 
disappointment in her voice. • - 
outside with sudden energy, bent dpon
e 
making up lost time as befitted •But my woman. my mate kept dweller on Endeavor Island.ringing in my head for the rest of. And when outside, I stopped short,the day and for many days. Yet neser my perces and to make a new start,did it ring more loudly than that 
I believed my eyes w-thout question.
and yet I was for the moment stunned and incidentally to be closer. Again I
by what they disclosed to nie.ijebere, i raised the gun. Ile Was almost at
arm's length. There was no hope foron the beach, not fifty feet away, bow
on, dismasted, was a black-bulled yes- him. I was resolved. There was no
sel. Masts and boom, tangled with possible chance of missing him, no
shrouds, sheets, and rent canvas, were matter bow poor my marksmanship.
rubbing gently alongside. I could "And yet I wrestled with myself and
have rubbed my eyes as I looked, could not pull the triggers.
There_ was the home-made galley we heVell?" he demaeded imnetiently.
nad- built the familiar break of the I strove vainly to force my fingers
poop, the low yacht-cabin scarcely down on the triggers, and vainly 1
rising above the raiL It was the strove to say something.
Ghost. "Why don't you shoot" he asked,
It came upon me suddenly, • I cleared my throat of a huskiness
strange, that nothing moved aboard. which prevented speech.
Wearied from the night of struggle -open boat, it was a snug little babita- "hump." be said slowly. "you can'tand wreck, all hands were yet asleep.tion. Following the housewarming. Maud and I might yet escape. I wouldwhich was accomplished by means of call her and start. My hand was lift.seal-oil and a wick made from cotton en at her door to knock, when I recol-calking. came the hunting for our win- lected the smallness of the island, have credence among the people youter's meat and the building of the We could never hide ourselves uponsecond hut. It was a simple affair, It There was nothing for us but the 
have known and have read about.
Their code has been drummed Intonow, to go forth in the morning and wide raw ocean. I thought of our snug your head from the time you lisped.return by noon with a boatload of little huts, our supplies of meat and and in spite of your philosophy, andSeals. And then, while I worked at oil and moss and firewood, and I knew of what I have taughtrou, ft won't letbuilding the but, Maud el-..es-....---neel thei:-Inet-we could never surefire the wintryt oil from the blubber and kept a slow you kill an unarmed, unresisting man."
Etre under the frames of meat. I had "I know it," I said hoarsely.
beard of jerking beef on the plains. i "And yoshnow that I_ Wield IIIII an
and our seal meat, cut in thin strips 1-tmarmed man as readily as I would
and hung in the smoke, cured excel- smoke a cigar," he went on. "You
know me for what I am—my worthlently.
The second hut was easier to erect, in the world by your standard. You
tor I built it against the first, and only
three walls were required. But It was
'work, hard work, all of It Maud and
I worked from dawn till dark, to the
limit of our strength, so that. when
flight came we crawled stiffly to bed
and slept the animal-like sleep of ex-
haustion_ And yet Maud declared that
she had never felt better or stronger
tn her life. I knew this was tree of
gay-self. but, hers was such a lily
strength that I feared she would break
down. Often and often, her last re-
serve force gone, I have seen her
stretched flat on her back on the sand
lin the way she bad of resting and re-
icuperating. And then she would be
tap on her feet and toiling hard as
lever. Wbere she obtained this
'strength was the marvel to me.
-Think of the long rest this winter."
'was her reply to my remonstrances.
Why, well be clamorous for some-
tug to do."
We held a housewarming in my hut
the night It was roofed
• It was a pleasant evening Indeed,
4 td we Toted that as a social functionEndeavor island it had not yet
been eclipsed. Our minds were at
tease. Not only had we resigned oar-
etelees to the bitter winter, but we
were prepared for it. The seals could
depart on their mesterious journey
a
••
••• ' -4.014:',7% •• • • ••••t - ateed
'Good night, Humphrey," she said.
This use of our given natnes had
come quite as a matter of course, and
was as unpremeditated as it was nat-
ural In that moment I could have
MAY- mum_ around her _and
her to tne. I should certainly have
done so out in that world to which we
belonged. As It was, the situation
stowed there in the only way it could;
but I was left alone in my little hut,
glowing warmly through and through
with a pleasant satisfaction; and I
knew that a tie, or a tacit something,
existed between us elach had not ex-
isted before.
CHAPTER XXVI.
I awoke, oppressed by a mysterious
sensation. There seemed something
missing in my environment. But the
1
SYNOPSIS.
--till--
11Coephrey Van Witydisn, critic end Allot-
tan,e. finds himself •board It. sealing
per,.. , ner (these captein Welt 1,..arsen.
bound to Japan waters. The remain
wisk.• him cabin boy -for the good. of l.is..aimd.1_111;edt Amobas-a.asisimao-oes4--tisalPel-in ,t, basis for • obit...op/de discuesten
limn Bump. Bump's Intimacy stilt% Wolfincte.tare. A .nrnisal of brutality breaks
loom, In the ship. Wolf proves himselfthe master biute. Hump Is made matt,pn th.. hell-stop and pro‘Pli that he hasMorrted -to stand in his own lege.- Twofilen desert tip Veggie! VI one of the small
• all A young woman and four men,illtarrivors of a steadier wreck, am. res.cued from • 'moll boat. The de/us:germlire lighted, but Wolf eteeele awn). ehtll
Yes them to drown. Maude Brewster,the reelcued girl, begins to realise her
anger at the hands of Wolf. Van Wry'n realises that he loves. Maude. Weirsrotten. Death Larsen cornea on the seal.
'Rounds in the steam sealer kt.o•-•nin "hors" the sea, 1111111 Wolf capturee
Several of his boats. The °host runsaway In a fog. Wolf furnishes liquor toVie prisoners. He attacks Maude. VanWe den attem to to kill him and fallsWelt is suddenly stricken helpless by the✓eturn of a blinding head trouble, ond mystery and oppressiveness vanishedWith ail hands drunk .und asleep vinWii)den and Maude Pletlipe In a small after the first few seconds of waking.twat together. They land on Endeavor when I Identified the missing some-
thing as the wind. When I had
nicht. as I watched her _draw _ back
the bleu-kit of moss from the coal.,
blow up the fire, and cook the evening
meal. It must have been latent sav-
agery stirring in me, for the old
words, so bound up with the roots of
the race, to grip me and thrill me.
And grip and thrill they did, till I
tell asleep, murmuring them to mysta
over and over again.
e • • • • • •
It Wei 11- dark and evil-appearing
thine that but, not fit for aught better
than swine in a civilized land; but for
us, who had known the Misery of the
may bleb need end shoulders visible,
• peeing etralght at Me Ills arms were
• vesting on the bait open slide. lie
made no movement whatever—simply
stood there, staring at me.
I began to nimble. The old stom-
ach Mekness clutchetlinee...Letut was
hand on the edge of the house to
steady myself. My lips seemed sud-
denly dry and I moistened them
against the need of speech. Nor did
for an instant take In, 'yea- off him.
Neither of us spoke. Tbere WU some-
thing ominous in his silence, his im
mobility. All my_ old fear of him re-
turned anti by new fear was Incrtasad
a hundred fold. And still we stood,
the pele of us, staring at each other.
I was aware of the demand for sc-
ion, and, my old helplessness *teeing
upon me. I was waiting for him to
take the initiative Then, as the mo.
Ments went by, it we. gie teal_
pressed upon me that I was there, not
to have Wolf Larsen take the Initia-
tive, but to take it myself.
I cocked both barrels and leveled
the shotgun at him. Had he moved,
attempted to drop down the compan-
ionway, I know I would have shot
him. But be stood motionless anti
staring as before. And as I faced
him, with leveled gun shaking in my
hands, I had time to note the worn
and haggard appearance of his fare.
It was as if some strong anxiety had
wasted it. The cheeks were sunken,
and there was a wearied, puckered
expression on the brow. And it
seemed to me that his eyes were
strange, not only the expression, but
the physical seeming, as though the
optic nerves and supporting muscles
had suffered strain and slightly twist-
ed the eyeballs.
All this I saw, and my brain now
working rapidly, 1 thought a thousand
thoughts; and yet I could not pull the
triggers. I lowered the gun and
stepped to the corner of the cabin.
primarily to relieve the tension on
Wadi ever sad eternise tholes law
'girds." he said. pointing to where the
neven rigging should. .have been.
."I'hey have been cut with a knife?"
I earlaimed.
"Not quite." he laughed. "It wag •
seater-jue. Look again."
I looked. Tbiti• lanyards had betelle-
most severed,' Ith lust enough left to
hold the Ahmeds till some severe
strain should be put upon them.
"Cooky did that," he laughed again
et know, though 1 didn't spot him at
it. Kind of evened up the score a
bit."
"Good for ettigridge`e I crieu.
"Yes, that's what I thought when
everything went over the side. Only
1 said It on the other side of my
mouth"'
-Bet what were you doing while all
this was vlagnar I asked.
-best, Totternagrue tints, whit'
enigma much under the circum-
stances,"
I turned to re-examine Thomas
Mugreige's work.
"I guess Ill sit down and take the
sunshine." J. beard Wolf Larsen say-
ing.
There was a hint, just a slight hint.
of physical feebleness in his voice,
and it was so strange that I looked
quickly at him. His hand was sweep-
ing nervously across his face, as
though be were brushing away cob-
webs. I was puzzled. The whole
thing was so unlike the Wolf Larsen
I had known.
"How are your headaches?" I asked.
"They still trouble me," was his an-
swer. "I think I have one coming
on now,"
lie slipped down from his sitting
posture till he lay on the deck. Than
ho rolled over on his side, his bead
resting on the bleeps of the under
arm, the forearm shielding his eyes
from the sun. I stood regarding him
wonderingly.
"Now's your chance, Hump." he said.
"I don't understand," I lied, for I
thoroughly understood.
"Oh, nothing," he added softly, as
If he were drowsing; -"only you've not
me where you want me."
"No, I haven't," I retorted; 'for I
want you a few thousand miles away
from here."
lie chuckled, and thereafter spoke
no more, lie did not stir as I passed
by him and went down into the cabin.
I lifted the trap in the floor, but for
some moments gazed dubiously int°
the darkness of the lazaretto beneath.
I hesitated to descend. What if his
lying down were a ruse? Pretty, In-
deed, to be caught there like a rat.
I crept softly up the companionway
and peeped at him. He was lying
as I had left him. Again I went Ls
low; but before I dropped into the
lazaretto I took the precaution of cast-
ing down the door in advance. At
least there would be no lid to the trap.
But it was all needless. I regained
the cabin with a store of jams, sea-
biscuits, canned meats, and such
things—all I could carry—and re
placed the trap door.
ersa Byt 
HOW NERVES CONTROL HABIT
have called me snake. tiger, shark, System Must Be Trained to Foilow
monster. and Celibate 'And yet, you Called-For Motions Along a
little rag puppet., ypu little echoing Certain Path.
mechanism, you are unable to kill me
as you would a snake or a shark, be-
cause I have hands, feet, and a body
+tamped somewhat like yours. Bah!
.had hoped better things of you,
lie stepped eat of the companion-
way and came up to me.
"Put down that gun. I want to
ask you some questions. I haven't
-had a. chance to look around yet
What place is this' How is the
ee-Ohost !Ting? How did you get here?
Where's Maud?-1 beg your pardon.
Miss Brewster—or should I say, 'Mrs.
. Van Weyden'r
I had backed away from him, al-
most weeping at my inability to shoot
him, but not fool enough to put down
tee gun. I hoped, desperately, that
he might commit some hostile act, at-
tempt to strike me or choke me; for
in such way only I knew I could be
sUrred to shoot.
"This is Endeavor island," I said.
"Never beard of it." he broke In.
"At least, that's our name for it." I
wended.
"!OtIr?“ he queried. -Who's our?"
- "Miss Brew,ster and myself. Andlarsen's bunk—and kill him in his 
the GtOst is lying:Ss you can 1198 for
into the south at any time, '110W, for see. eget wieee-e-After ;hat—well' 119 "able rseif, bow on th the beech." - easier. tan ass -second,. etc.Ito dead, th_ere_all we cared; and the .stortns held no -Arty "There are seals here." he said.tiMeind space In which to p '
woke me up with their bark inc, Quite So. -
terror for us. Net only were we sure do other things; and besides, what- !..111eYof being dry and warm and sheltered ever new situation arose, it could not or I'd be sleeping yet I heard theta Mr Harry Tate. who is to appear Isfrom the wind, but we had the softest poesibly be worse than the present when I drove in last night. They were the new revue .at the. leintioa Hippoand most luxericus mattresses* that Gee: the erst warning that I was on a lee' (home can be as witty on the stageCould he male from moss- This h."' My knife was at my hip. I returned shore.  Its sa rookery, the kind of a as he is on; but there was one occa-been Maud's idea. and she had herself
Jealously gattered all the motes. Thla
!Was to be my first night on the mat-
Steen and I knew I should sleep the
Sweeter because she had made it
, As she rose to go she turned to
Me with the whimsical way she had,
and said:
..something is going to 'happen—is
happening. for that matter. I feel ft.
Something is coming here, to us. It is
horning now. I don't know what. but
Et Is coming."
"Good or bad,- I asked.
She shook her head. '1 don't know,
bet It is there, somewhere."
She pointed In the direction of the
Bea and wind.
It Was the Ghost,
sea and the great storms which were
to COMP.
And then, in a flesh, the better solu-
tion CHIMP to me. MI bands were
asleep. Why not crrep aboard the
Ghost—well I knew the way to Wolf
do it. You are not exactly afraid. You
are impotent. Your conventional
morality is stronger than you. You
are the slave to the opinions which
r,c I've eunted for years. Thanksto my hut for the shotgun, made sure
it was 'loaded, and went down to the 
_
to my brother Death, l'e-e—lighted on:
Ghost, a fortune. It's a inlne Wbat'a_ltaWith mine difficulty, and at ' 
bearings?"the expense of a wetting to the waist, - •
I climbed &boa& The lorecastle scut- "Haven't the least idea." I sait
tle was ripen. I paused to listen for "But you ought to know quite closely.
What were your last ebservationerthe breathing of the men. but there
was no breathing. I cautiously de- He smiled inscrutably, but did not
seended the ladder. The place had answer.
the empty and melee feel and smell "Well, where's all hands— I asked.
usual to a dwelling no longer inhab- "How does It come that Yoe areited. Everywhere was a thick litter Wooer
of the worthless 'forecastle dunnage I was preptited for him again toof a long voyage. I noted that the set aside my question, and was eweboats were missing. The steerage prised at the readiness of his reply.told the same tale as tImi forecastle. - "My brother got me Maid° forty.The hunters had packed their belong- eight hours, and through no &ult ofInge with similar haste. The 'Ghost mine Boarded-ase-ks-the night with'Its a lee shore." I laughed. "and was deserted, only the watch on deck Hunters wentI am sure I'd rather be here than at- The reaction from my fear, and the back on me Ha gave them a biggerriving, a night lite this." knowledge that the terrible deed I lay. Heard him offering it. Did it"You are not frightened!" I asked haa come to do was no longer neees right before me Of courses the crewMa I stepped to open the door for her. sary, made me boyish and eager. I gave me the greby, That was to beHer eyes looked bravely Into mine sprang up the break of the poop. and expected. All hands went over theAnd yen feel well' perfectly well?" saw—Wolf Larsen. What of my en- side, and there I was, marooned on"Never bettor." was her answer petits and the stunning surprise, I My own vessel, it was Death's tura.We talked a little longer .botore clattered three or four steps along the End it's an in the family anyway."*is went deck before I could stop myself lie . 'Hut bow did you lose the mastersight, Maud." I said. was Reading In the twaipealonwag. asked,'Good 
.1 . •
Those who think a habit is just
something you remember—that is. le
purely a mental proposition, are mite
taken- Habit is a question of mechan-
ics as much as the smooth drawing
of a piston rod. -
Habit is the action of nerve mo-
tions along a beaten path. A muscle
somewhere in tee body contracts and
a nerve moves because It cannot help
it, and so on until the process is
complete, and the thing we call habit
is done.
There are as many of these paths
in the nervous system as there are
habits. The impression which one
nerve center receives awakens another
and the whole path of the action is
traveled over.
The first time the action is per-
formed the nerve centers do not awak-
en their successors readily. For
this reason some things are hard tit
learn. Everything that employs a
great many nerve centers is hard te
learn, because the path must be worn,
(ho nerve centers trained to act in
sequence. Once they are trained the
habit is formed. The second call upoe
them its easier than the first, the thiri
awn at least when he met his match
Seeing a number df small boys bus
fly engaged in asking one another rid
;Bee. Mr. Tate thought he would give
them • poser.
Going up to one of the lade be
asked:
"What time Is it when the cloak
Strikes thirteen?"
"Time it was takeh to the doe*
maker's to be mended," answered Uzi
urchin promptly.--,Excbangs.
French Colonial Possessions,
The Icreneh possession of Indo-China
comprises the cemony of Cochin-China.
the protectorates of Cambodia. Annam.
Tonkin and Lam and the territory of
Kwong-Chow-Wan, leased from China
—an area embracing approximately
S10.600 square miles. The populatioa
Is estimated at 18.000,000-, of which
about 36,000 are Europeans, the rest
betng natives. savage tribeanlea,
nese. Malays, and lirindoos The prism
first city sip well as the principal pail
of entry is Saigon. Cochin-Callas,
Tfiere are -sow 1.271 miles et teamed
*aerated ta Setteedna.
LESSWASHINGSODA
EXPERT WRITES OF MIStAKE
KCADE IN THE KITCHEN,
Constant Use of Strong Alkali Sound
to Destroy Linings of Pats arid
Pans, to Say Nothing of Ruin-
ing the Hands.
If I had may way I would go Into
the kitchen of every hvonian in the
land_ and contbseute her entire %ripply
of netting melte writes Mrs. Christine
Frederick in the Ileum:it Dully News.
Thai one inieused urticle iii respeuel-
Lie for mere sire, red humus, more
Pete-with worn-Mit linings, - than lily
-M1P fittlIr.---1- Mr not erugiterate
when I Nay that in ninnykitchens '
V. 
kitc'
eashitig node is put into the pots af-
ter every Meal. Theit hut, Call We 4.1.
peCt to have uteuses that are bright
and shiny if we mileeet them treestuut-
ly to so strung% chetuletat
%Seething mode is the crystal of soda
itch a very streug alkali. Washing
soda should never be toted in a send
form, but should be dissolved melee
✓ately and the solution be. usedspar-
ingly. When I city that two table-
epeenrubs of dry stela are [sufficient for
• lure tub of water, you can readily
see why "a handful of soda" is ab-
surdly too much to use In a poor,
harmless kitchen utensil.
If foods are cooked with care there
need be no scorching. •if no scorching
then the particles which adhere to the
bottom and sides should be easily
scraped off with a round-pointed flat
woodep pitedlte anti not a metal instru-
ment. If one Is so careless as to
scorch a utensil, plain wuter will dis-
solve the food as well as any water
with soda.
Now as to actual cleaning: Our
ruedern pots; are made either of en-
amel, aluminum or retinues' ware. In
any case, the outside should never be
-setters-4 with-mtelke4I. Ennmei is the
easiest to keep clean of the three be-
came. of Its chinalike surface. The
worst thingewe can do to enamel ware
Is to let a soda solution monk into it, um
this eats off the porcelain and lessens
the life of our pot. .
So many say to me: "Oh, aluminum
ware is so hard to keep clean!" In
my own home we have used alumi-
num for three years and it Is still
bright anti :silvery looking outside. The
Inside of sonic pots has beceme dis-
colored through cooking certain foods.
All we ever use on aluminum is whilst
koap and water daily, and then we
polish it weekly with a good silver pol-
ish. No alkali or powders such as are
on the market and commonly tasted
should ever he allowed to touch alumi-
num, as it is the alkali in the water
that turns the alumitium dark,e
Never rub an entire cake of des -.ewe
on a pun or utensil, as this makes
scratched and streaky places. - Scrape
or tiseaTeery flue powder with as Mlle
sand aspossi bleAs its composition. and-
apply preferably with- a soft brush
rather than a rag, which is an unsani-
tary procedure. There are special
"pot brushes" on the market with
bristles that look like a lamp chimney
brush, also a very good kind made of
corn fiber in compact. squatty shape
which could be easily scoured on the
inside of the pot. It is a great mis-
take to oat- metal pieces anti scrapers
on any kind of a pot, except a frying
pare %%tech is iron and can stand it.
Dump heaps with mottutuents of en-
aniel items. and rubbish piles with dis-
carded utensils would be smaller if
more housewives exercised a little
common 'sense in the cleaning of pots
and kitchen utensils.
Dainty Cocoa Wafers.
One cupful of sugar. one table.
spoonful of cocoa, a small lump or
butter, one-third cupful of milk. Boll
until it forms a soft ball when tried
In water, then put in flavoring and beat
until it thickens enough to spread.
Spread between crackers and spread
the tops with the mixture. Alter they
are reed put a marshmallow on top of
each, anti place in the oven to brown.
The oven must be hot enough to brown
the mateinuallows- before the filling
melts.
Chopped dates or nuts may be ndd-
ed to the filling after taking it from
the fire.
Mutton Cutlets a In Italienne. -
Cut Off entit•te from the beet end of
a neck of textiles item them. and re--
move lI supertiuteis fat. Make a st•a-
setting of finely cheeped mieeireones,
bread cruitilts. eleepteei eereley,
sprinkle of mixterherlis. a Milts shred- •
tied shallte. and a gran- of lemon peel.-
Ifip the cutlets in egg. then mask them
with the mixt-fere. dip them in egg and
bread crumbs and fry theni. !nein them
on kitchen paper. place them on a hest .
dish round a mound of mashed potato,
and pour a well-flavored hreivn gravy
round them.
Lyonnaise Eggs.
Peel and chop fine two mediumedset
white onions anti cook them gently is
quarter of a cupful of butter until
they begin to color. Stir In one table-
spoonful of flour, then add gradually
one cupful of hot milk, chicken or'
Teal stock, and stir until smooth and ,
thick. Season with pepper, malt and
a speck of powdered mace; etid sig
hard-boiled eggs cut lengthwise Into
sweetest% •heeit thoroughly, turn out
carefully on squares of buttered toast.
/sprig's with chopped parsley and
ter., at once.
Tea in Veer Starch.
When starehing helloed ete„f„ree
at • little strong ten into the stareh.
Is keeps the garments in good color.
NOW MRS, BEAN'
MET THE CRISIS
Carried Safely Through Change
of Lift; by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable C,ompcund.
Nashville,Tenn. —"When I was going'
through the Change of Life I had a tu-
mor as large as a
;141's head. The
octor said it was
three years coming
and gave me medi-
cine for it until I
was called away
from the city jar
ome
course I could not
go to him then, so
my sister in law told
• e that she thought.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound would cure it It helped both
the Change of life and the tumor and
when I got home I did not need the deeeter.
I took the Pinkham remedies until the
tumor was gone, the doctor said, and I
have not felt it since. I tell every one
bow I was cured. If this letter will
help others you are welcome to use it.."
—Mrs. E. H. Bsuit, 525 Joseph Avenue,
Nashville, Tenn,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound, a pure remedy containing the
extractive properties of good old fash-
ioned roots and herbs, meets the needs
of woman's system at this critical period
ef her life. .Try it.
If there litany symptom in your
ease which puzzles you, write to
thoL_ydia E. Pinkham Medicine
Co., Lynn, Kass._
NO USE FOR HEARSE THERE
Sleepy Driver's Horsed Brought Hie
Unwelcome Vehicle to the Wrong
Neighborhood.
Carl Blessing, a young former liv-
ing near Columbus, um; at wo-k in.
a field ennui distnnee feint hie home,
lie impiwneti to look in the direction
of hits house and then stepped to look
again. A hearse was teeing driven up
the lane anti as he Mood there •-vattie
trig, the herees steppiel with the hearse
at the Bit-seine gate. Blessing ran to
the house to see what had hapeened.
On the front seat of the hearse wee-
nie driver, fast asitep. Bteseing aenk-
entel him.
"Are you not demi?" the driver
asked.
"Not that you could mince," Blees-
ing returned.
"Well, isn't anybody dead berer
"Net unless they died in the last
five minutes," Ned Blessing.
-Then the driver realized he had
gone to sleep anti the homes had
turned in to the'Blessiug lane of their
own accoW. He, fen/timbered than he
was .going to the White creek neigh-
borhood, a he turned arounri, %%en-
dows the --lone and remained- -awake
until he arreed at las destination.—
Indianapelis News.
Case of Necessity.
Ex- President Taft teas congratu-
hited, at a New lieven inteiteen, on
the work he has done in the cause of
penee.
"Let me tell you." said Mr. Tuft.
smiling, "an anprepriate story.
"'Why is It,' a fat man was once
asked. 'that you fat chaps are unsays
so peel-natured r _ .
"'We have to be,' the fat num re-
plied. 'You see, we can neither tight
nor run.'"
BABIES AND GROWING CHILDREN
need a tonic to tone up the system and
regulate the liver. Mothers are con-
stantly using with wonderful success,
our "Plantation" Chill and Feeer Ton-
ic. Pleasant to take—contains no Cal-
omel. Price SOc.—Adv.
Wrong Deduction.
"Who breaks. paste"
"Oh, no; not if they're broke.--Bel-
timers American.
A flirt usually begins to lime inter-
est in a man after he gets him to ad-
mit that he levee her
That Knife-Like Pain
- Have you a lame back, aching it: vand olzht? •.11,to you feei,sharp
after sitoossingl----ater- the klitn...
sere? Is theiraction irreinilar?
yttu hitt,* he:el-fiches, backacliee
reeuniatic tenins,—feel tired, nerv-
:s, art ;11-11-out? Fee I han's Kid-
y` s—tlie !twilit-1[1e retie en-
ended by so many pseiple in thie
1-eetlity. Read the experience th-e
follows:
A Tennessee Case
tkistrvid.1A.eTe.rfrilacree71-tdioSentn.:
Brownsville, Tenn.,t :: ' I was tn•u-bled a great deal by,e.siltt kidneys The.
were too frequentand tatecLanwityy In pas-
sagehack 
and 'sometimes
ached and I halahem cutting painswhen I stoope-d orIMed. Doares /CM-aey 
end -",^-h".st 
cured
cur,b hastrn":
lasi""te"...Desal.lwAuir 347.1:61,, lieD OA N'S PI 1)hrLL.t
rotrnamtuiutatca.sumixt. y-
"Feet/
Mut
hits
Sae
Tuft's Pillsonalhl• the theerestle le eat sr hawse hese tots.* I hey cause the teed to assimilate seevie.stish BS. had,, the* derititik. ead
DEMLOP FIES11.—"111100.•Dr. Tait Peimpiiiftetinille CO. NV, Veit.
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TRAINING TODAY'S
BOYS AND GIRLS
Wnen Your Little Daughter Has
Grown Up, What Then?
GREAT PROBLEM FOR PARENT
Girl Should S. Trained for All Expec-
tations, Marriage Probably,_ Rut
.• Maybo le Barn Her
By &looms M. (MURMURING.coON)C11 or later every boy begins to
0 build his dreams of tuan's estate
about activities sod interests related to
the world's wink. It is expected of
him that he will grow up to do some-
thing, and even if he has no special
predilection tier work of any kind he
irEntiot altogether escape the feeling
that he will have to take. his share
when the time cermen. With girls, how-
ever, the mutter is different. Hut not
heeutlite girls are neceeisselly differeut
eby unture." It is apparently a differ-
ence. arising out of old traditions, for
children will do their part to meet the
prevailing expectations.
This is shown by the filet that in cer-
tain eingsem soelety the 'only picture
the girls can form of their adult state.
Ice thut of tillinugIng a household or act-
ing as timeless; whereas unions; others,
looking foretell to Mork at wages Is
'he regular thing. It la tukeu for
granted nett the girl will earn her liv-
ing. And eith comintrielvely raro ex-
ceptions, the atoeumption thus mete
Will give color to the girl's outiewit uud
tone to her work of preparation.
In spite of the fact that women are
entertnjursICIM: tIonaiti_
_decreasing numbers, and in spite of
the fact that women remain at "work"
  tenger and integer periods, it is RUH to
---- --be expected that most girls will marry.
tend lb it they Will heel stile he-ads of
lieniselields and of families The. prob-
lem ref training for the adult years is
thus complicated for the girl in a eity
thut dots not appear with the boy.
With the bey grown up the vocation is
the. main concern (of his tinie and
thought ; marriage need family tire con-
sidered to be..rather incidental. With
the girl grown up. em the contrary, the
home must be the chief concern, where-
as any other occupation is considered
I ncidental.
Since it Is Impossible to know be-
forehand, in ray given case, whether
your daughter will or will not marry
Since it is Impossible to Know Wheth-
er Your Daughter Will or Will
Not Marry.
and have the opportunities and the re-
apensibilities of wife and neither, it
would seem to he nereeneary to give all
girls preparation suitable for the mar-
ried state. And since whether she mar-
ries or not, every girl should be pr.-
pared to meet the requirements of
modern life in the way of useful serv-
ice, she must carry the additional
burden of preparation for sonic' kind
of neniuneratise work. With the girl
Who feels a "exile for special %leek the
pretelem usually ei‘ttles itself. This
girl is likely to neglect erera-thing and
concentrate her efforts on preparation
for the one thing important to her. She
• will throw herself into her work with
the of purpose that we
teenelly (Apple of a good Worker. Later,
It chance and changing lute-rests di-
me her thoughts to thee trntlitional
epinee" for women, her problem is an
individual one. steel she will -elate her
poriistretioto: in the thorough and sys-
tematic menner that ehe previteuely
applied to her yew-anemia tritining. But
with the tetet majority of girls there
is nee "rail," nit.' there is the need to
look ahead and to prepare.
EyorY girl Ahmed, therefore, he
trained for seines oecupation worth lee-
. trying, sand 'hies with the etannartlit not
of the transient or misuse' worker. hid
with Resew eel one who means to make
• lifework of It. Rut this at once
raises the queetien whether it is worth
while to vine' the time and effort and
money never-eery for such training. in
view of the poehahility that it inny not
• be towel to the full after Ill,. aceptireth
It may be peel that ft_la worth aline
for every girl to Ileealle an expert in
Pomp lines of nettrity, e.t.a if elle does
not need to depend upon it for tier
livelihood, It civet' one a certain senne
of remintenre to feel this revert,.
strength ef fitness. Moristivec, accord-
ing to the newer Howe to vette-anon,
Sim culture and training to be gained
through becoming an etpert worker In
mime useful bin. ere Just us valuable
as those to be ticquiret1 through the
old fashioned "general- education.
And yet WM cialhot hrili (*.riling tient
niece Is a certuln element eat unreality
In training girls for work with a men-
tal reservation or hope thief they will
not make use of the trebling. he it
quite sincere tee drill leerethy In de-
signing or telegraphy, while wiehitig,
and while fetiehiret her tee wish, that-
glee may esupe the necessity of ap-
plying her skill?
It is lupe fusible to 'wive Dorothy's
problem in en entirely aatiefuctory
way, tilileas w, are willing to litre the.
larger question of womaten work and
eel wenuan's place in the new society.
The rising generation will hell.' to
scare the pruldem. Cam we help t
better by ignoring it anal making oqr
Individual adjustnients as hest we can,
or can We eccornieligh more by looking
at it squarely and, accepting the con-
ditionn fight through to some (uncle-
orlon?
Our daughters are grieving up, yours
and mine. Moat we antielpute for them
the choice between • life of idienese on
the one hand and the unentinfnetory
conditiones that prevail in most wom-
en's orenputions on the other? Must
ser accept for them- efther eternal work
und all inks Impliete-perlints for a
He Will Take His Share When the
Time Cornea.
short while, perhaps for a lifetime--
or as the (only niternative an expensive
training for high grade efficiency that
may be utilized for but a short period
and then go to waste'? Must we have
them look forward to an empty and
idle middle age (after their children
shall no longer need their contintertus
attention), either bemuse they are not
prepared for work worth doing or be-
(-gluey the terganization of work does
not permit them to utilize their train-
ing after the necessary interruptions.
This is not Dorothy's problem; it is
our problem. And you women elf mid-°'
die age lei have time and energy may
eell consider the problem of woman's
work, as it is bound to affect your
daughters-and your eons, too.
"Capped" His Story.
Crop stories quite frequently rival
efish stories" in their tendency to ex-
ceed the speed limit !n co...wing the
boundary line of veracity, the bigness
of pumpkins and the immensity of
cabbages, apples or potatoes equaling
any big fish ever described.
Now the capacity of soils for rais-
ing things and "starting something"
to grow claims attentions Here In
a story of fertile- land told by Dr.
Nathan Schaeffer as a joke on hinmelf.
Thee richness of soil was being dis-
cussed with a woman farmer. Doctor
Schaeffer glorified the crop peneibill-
ties of his own county by saying:
"Why, in our county the soil lit SO
rich that if you stick a nail into the
ground the next morning it has grown
into a crowbar."
Whereupon the other replied:
"Yes, I know, but in our county we
use a tack for that purpose."
Swing of the Pendulum
Great reforms are only brought
'thew in the United Staten as in most
other countries, through tieelent agita-
tion; and. as is invariably the c so,
the agitation leads to measures unnec-
essarily st ringent
The peuelulinu overswings its esl-
ance and reaction follows.
It has been true In the isst thiir
the peened of reaction has been so
violent ag tel nullify much of the good
accomplished, lead to renewed public
indifference and give opportunity tor
abuse' of privilege- to again entrench
itself.
So long as people reivern themselves
and a majority of the votcre remain
human, this will centime.. but with
this gain, that the penthaisui on Its re-
tern never reaehes the poke troaa
which it starlet' to swing back.
'Flint reinstitutes the. IlleaSIlirett or
beneficial necomplishment.
Ancient Suroames.
The twanere of some of the sur-
names which appear in madierel dome
menet must have been glad of an ex-
ruee to change them,
Apparently this WUA done, for the
more goitesque hue' either enniebed
or been nitelitimi out of recognition.
smelt the leuelon (Tootle-Ie.
Aiming the former are eurti names as
Alice Theptinderstetedochtne. Mnitellna
Stebwourchinen, Frethesancrta Del
(VIInt ynighl•uvw•, Ga ema n A ttostret tee
settee and Ilatenits Wrankwirethe,
which cast-Vainly )iiive no claimants
Many en ni a ne re derived from 'red*
or service have been' contrneted. mai
eta ilndritper Drapes% Le ("DU-
I hIrde into Carard, Chapolayn Into
j Chaplin and Le tirenuenotir (gros ve-
neer) Into Uroaverot.
• •
r
Nearly rrom) fanners are assisting
the. United States agricultural (Harl-
em/at in awed awl piste trete.
wee, ambulated.' elide. Sort and Isawmeall
bola" W 160-11110 edavows
Mane amen has mad* • fortune by
not wilting poetry.
The man who hag rio money can't
111141. it.
LUNG-VITA
Mr IA Wage, manager el the hied
lounerv Naahville, wretc venue.
'remelts I never este at myself, but
speak too highly of Lune-Vita sod of in.1
bought four bottles of you to give tee •
(emelt perties, and the moults are remark-
shle. One mos of eatlime was entirely..
cured. If they will take tha =einem' as
directed sad stick to it, they will never
repst it" Tits latig.Vita for
twa, aeth lag equally=
coughs, ancitatron7 troubles. If you"
dealer cannot supply you. mend 111 73 fa
thirty-dey treatment today. Nashville
lone Co., Dept. 9, Nashville, Tenn Adv.
Hard to Suit.
.2--rs. Instils-I don't want that hat.
Notewly wears anything like that new.
The Milliner-Here's a charming lit-
tle toque. • -
Ni.. Instils-Take it &Wilk, Fiery.
body has one ithe that.
Komi. people go to (*buret for lb*
porpese of obtaining a new nupply el
goesip.
What is Castoria
CASTORIA is a hermits' eubstitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops_ and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It °anteing neither Opium.Morphine nor other Narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee. It
destroys Worms and allays Feverehriess. It cures Dtarrhera and Wind
Colic, It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation and Flatuleocy. It
aesitellites the Food, regulates the Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy arid
aatural sleep. The children's Panacea-The Mother's Friend.
The Kind You Bare Always 13ought, and which has been in use for over
90 years, haa born the signature of Chas. II. Fletcher, and has been made under
his personal eupervierion since its infancy. Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are but Experiments that
trifle with and endanger the health of Infanta and
Children-Experience against Experiment.
Ormolus Ceded& always bears the sleaatare et 1.444(
SOMETHING FLY COULDN'T qp
Hobble WitA Able to Point dut Its
. Limitations When Called ettdon
to Admire insect
In the* onifilea of some persona, the
new teacher was going al t too far
in her nttentinn to nature etudy. How-
ever. the children appeared to enjoy
it all, and, so far, no pnrents had wade
open einection to the little talks On
birds. limpets. and flowers With which
the teacher diversified the routine of
echoed work. So all went along quite
comfortably until the afternoon a hen
the flyl end the flea were up for con-
eideration,
inalowing the teacher's lead, the
ehlidren had all grown enthusinstic
over the astonishing werobatic abIlIties
eel the fly-all except Robbie May, who
for genie time had been staring mood-
ily at hie 44.'44, casting only tweasional
glances at the teacher, laud those un-
mistakably sullen.
It became so noticeable by the time
they were nil admfrine the fart-that
the fly can walk en the- veiling. that
-the teacher paused and turned to the
lioy.
- 'AVIA is tbe° trouble. Bohilhae" she
Inquired. "Arent' you listening?
Aren't you interested in the taikr
"Ye-es" granted Robbie. reluctantly
polite. Then, warming up, 'but I bet
a fly can't hang ley its knees, and
exery boy in echool can die it all 'cept
Laurie Lee, and he's had the dipthery
-Youth's Cemiennlon.
CLEANSE, THE PORES
Of Your Skin and Make It Fresh and
Clear by Using Cutecura. Trial Fret,
When suffering from pimples. black-
heads. redness or roughness, smear
the skin with Cuticura Ointment.
Then wash off with Cuticura Soap sad
hot water. These super-creamy ewe-
heats do much for the skin because
they preTent pore clogging.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Caticuza, Dept. L.
Boston. Sold everywhere.-Ad,.
No Trouble.
ele, you have an a tremble keeping
servants out where you liver "asked
the city Man.
"Nehie %Weever," replied the com-
muter.
"You surprise inc."
"I thought I would. You eee, wtt.
can't get . any servants in the fled
place. so of course, we have 00 trou-
ble keeping them."
~tickers" Worth While.
pops can your papa.
boasted Johnny, aged :ex."
"I don't (ere, my mamma ean lick
mut mamma." entne heck Johnny.
elloth yen make me time." chimed ,
In Sammy. "My phis and my manimn
can leeth lick sue, awl the worst earl
of it Is they take Niue about eitein' lee
-Indianapolle News.
Disagreeable and Dangerous Trouble
Is Diarrhoea, but a epeedy am' certain
cure is found in Mississippi inarrtmea
Cordial. Price Vic and Wee-Adv.
- Any man can eatertain a vain wom-
nn ;tint he has to do Is feed her titrOe
Truthful Wife.
A detective was preilsing the truth-
fulness of women.
"If war bulletins were es truthful as
WoMett." he said, "we'd have a bettes
idea of how this world struggle le
fenny going.
"I remetuber a case theottannduy-
it's• interesting in its revelatieete ad
woman's trutlifulnees-the case of
husband who had disappeorten•
"Questioning the wife. I said to her:
"'And now, madam, tell me-this ta
very important-tell me what your
husband's very last words were when?
he left?"
"'Ills last words,' the truthful
creature answered, with a blush, 'were
"For heaven's sake, shut up!"
To Fortify the System Against
Summer Heat
Men, users of Grove's Tasteless Ceill
Touic make it a practice to take this old
standard remedy regularly to fortify be
system ageless the depreesing eflect of
summer beat as these who are strong
withstand the heat of suinrne, better team
t those who are weak. leice eoc..
Something in His Favor.
**There's tent. thing I will sey for
that fellow abase  nilittakee emete
much trouble.
-What is it?"
"Ile dues-let claim that his. 00M...-
eons we-re good. tins how." -Detroit'
Free Press.
A HINT TO WISE Woman!.
Doan staffer torture when all female
troubles will vanish in thin air after using
"Fermin:sae" Price soc and Si ,o-Adv.
Got What He Was Looking For.
• Jack-,-31r. Senediet is married.
Mellen-Do you mean it? Why. he
used to say he would never marry un-
ites the girl was just so and so.
Jack-Well, he struck eerie who
sewed him up all right -Judge,
Dr. Petty's -DEAD sllor• an edited'se
medicine tor Worms or Tapeworm is -adults
or children. One does is seollaient and as
supplemental puree seoessers.-.Adv,
Prince George of England. who is
only fourteen ears old. Ls an expert
with knitting needles.
Before some preachers chwiemn a
sin they investigate its financial stand-
ing.
THE HIGHESTOWURT
MACARONI
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ARE WITH WILSON! TWO FORMS OF "PROTECTION" It itT iT.104.0N uln$1 74w tinrgont8:711:47= MR. WEGE RECOMMENI3
Many Progressives Will Vote the
Democratic Ticket,
Laelaally They Cannot Support the
Republican Party, Still as Reac-
tionary as When They Left
tta Ranks.
•
The thalf111•11 of the Democratic nit
Ronal committee publishes a long and
significant list uf Progressive.' In the
_ Wt.( who hays assured him of
their intention to vote for Mr. Wiloon,
lgra and women who tilleintienet influ-
ential lie the Progressive egteticlin, %Ito
her, been this Progressive candidates
for national or stets oMce. names of
dintlactloo and character, are Me -the
roll. Ungrateful for Mr. Jingles' mid-
den flop to federal woman 'suffrage,
even Pregreenive woman suffrugists
are' turning tee Mr. Wilson.
If prite-iples meet' anything. If the
Pregreerhe party elm unything more
then ate expresseelon unit vehicle of ?dr.
Itoieweeles peptide-el hatreds' and a
choieeto hymn his %moat''', the maim
of Pregreesives who believed in 1912
thee the Republienn party was relic-
time :try l'atIllllet IlOW be herded back
into that piety unchanged. unrepent-
ant, bentseel by the sume old botowe de-
vele' tensity Issue' sieve the Wade eerie'
"benting Wilson" and getting the
offices
Those Progreexive tnen tend %lateen
who Were nicest curtest in 1912, ns they
still .ore, see the progre'ssive' awl re-
form legielatIon aceennitilehed or ad'
iterated- by' Mr. -Witiom -and rietri-•
(*rats. They see theltiselves elaliteffli it-
urpumly trenteel as puppets by tlie mas-
ter of-the show. They ee't' the tallier
act betweletrying to bees the party that
weft ell for the rule of the temple,
culinly ordering it back to the Repute-
.-etarter---14i4-4fdieVe .
Hughes' amine is but u clunk of the
Repetelicnti bosses, the genie Old or-
ganization agaitiet which they revolted
four years ago. They see, sorrowfully
or bitterly. that Mr. Roosevelt has no
fonoineres for being in a minority; that
to him the sole remaining use of the
Progressive party is to serve as his
bridge baceic tee Republicanism.
The pointion of the dietinguighed
Progreesives who have informed Chair-
man McCormick of their Teenier to
vote the Democratic ticket,, the pro-
greet:lee and constructive ticket. is en-
couregine to Demorratic prospect's. A
stronger hope is to be found Inc theem-
distingidshed, silent, and sincere Pro-
gre'ssive's who, like them, resent the at-
tempt to deliver the Progressives.. un-
eonsulted and unwilling, to the Re-
putiliesn party. The Wilson Proems-
sives are S tereeng Neely. and net in the
ear Wegt-eloee.
"Another Gold Brick."
It is in dispute e hetheer Colonel
Roosevelt said to J. A. IL licepking,
chairman of the New Jersey Progress-
lee state committee, that Mr. Hughes
might "turn out to be enother gend
brick." Mr. Hopkins says the colonel
made the statement tel him "in the
early part of the year" in discussing
the- presidential nomination. The
colemel vehemently denies Mr. Hop-
king' quotation, and ee.nounees it as
"fnise, absolutely false."
A: matters stand, the. putelic Is
forced to judge ley probabilities. A
men as garrulous and inter:eye-rate of
speech as the colonel :Ind who habitu-
shy disputes words attributed to hien
may at least le- suspected of having
a defective 'memory.
On many nee:teems it his been the
enlonene misfortune. to disagree with
other people as to his utterances. No
man in public life has more often
face.' this predicaineut. and nee one has
more persistently, in the [nee of the
evidence. brahded as a "liar" the nee-
son whoee Illetnory Appeared to be bet-
ter than the colonel's.
Only One National Party,
teeth the roulprehemtivr ig-
nterence which 'melees to be character-
istic of the American weekly press
reifier's refers to "the South which
supplies the hulk of the Democratic
rote."
At is not the South but the North
which supplies the- hulk of the Demo-
cratic vote. In lisle Mr. Wilson's vote
In New York alone was 0:41,471, and
his vote in Alabama, Arkansas, Flor-
ida, Georgia. Louisiana. elinel "mime,
North Carolina, South ("aniline awl
Vire-inlet amounted to n'T.Lieen.
The Democratic vote of New York
practically equate.' the heal Demo-
cratic vote of nine Southern sines.
The Denim-nem a-ote in Penne:vie:min
exemelel the Democratic VW!. of
Texas! awl Tennessee- eimuleineen One-
third of the total Demote-nee vote at
the country tetras. then five Northern
state's---New York, New Jersey, Peen*.
sylvanin, tildes anti Illineis. The en-
tire South supplied only one fifth.
The Repultliesn party is still u
none' party, The leeineeerntte -Carty
al • is a national party.-New-Yern
Sarre Old Republican Party.
Well. :In still the Republican moor,.
al conitilitterman from Illinois,- Nlayor
illompsnin of Chicago, after an sal-
meted titik enh Mr. Ilughee,
Yee. Murray (seam.. is still on intent
in Mosameb eet t IseareselAM hue
eapituread.1.1111en Russell's huelianeilein
In lisenneylvania. Another C. N. twee
has arisen to supplement whiling Hier*.
book*, l'erkInse and others' by es.
Arent more rewiring centributiotne
lewimern our-tines friend Upham tri‘rk
the fit I Chicago, There Is still have
tor the r.public.-New York World.
• IP
Democrats Would Hold and Extend
insist on "La Creole Hair Dressing-Foreign Trade-Why Mr. Hughes It's the original. Darkens your hair InIs Not Pleased. I the natural Way, but contains no dye.Si
Price $1.00.-•-60.
"You couldn't get n deeent pretec-
ttonist measure out of a Drupe tittle
rem/ream, seetionsily organized, auy
more than you could get a revfvul ser-
mon out of a disorderly house. You
enn't do It." --
On the name day In witleh Candidate
Hughes presented this elegunt oilmen
fettle to the country the house judiciary
rommittee of a Democratic eoteitteell
reported u bill legalizing combinations
to engage exeltuiliely in the export
trade.
Any Meet, action, 45 Rd& however,
proteibly does not coins within what
ilualieta..nositie by the teem lime
tection." It deem not Imply tariff tassa
against foreign trade; it implies only
action to hold awl extend our foreign
trade. It is un outward-looking forte
of protectiontato Amin-elm inelustry,
elide Mr. Hughes contemplates an in-
ward-looking furtn of "protection."
It proceeds iftl the aceeptell military
thigery thin offeuelve action is the bent
kite' of actioh in defense, while the
beet defense with Mr. Hughes Is evi-
dently to cut arid run.
In this view of what constitutes "a
decent protecteadat measure" 31r.
Is probably right about a I Pelf).
eeeratIc congrees. It would be well for
the countrY's_industry awl foreign
trade If the mune could itw said of
other congress.
(ion has not the worth of the original.
Identity if the Uproar.
"Ali! Tbe diluting sat the
bells--" --- -
"No. That Is the bride's father, who
has to pay the bills, wrinsiug hie
liunds."-Judge.
Sees Massachusetts Democratic.
"With tibeelute harmony among the
leenreents :mei bitter lime-tie 'teal differ-
divhfing the ItettUb1141111s. we
*-torre more than aneeFeltisecelliiiene-To-
carry the settee for the president this
year," declare,' Or. John W. Coughlin
of Frill Mier, ()femme-title nate/mil
conimItteemat,i for elnemachusettst,
aaelle,-Itierneecrate leave not ,settled
upon n enteffente for governor. Form-
TGovennor Witish. who is in the fur
East, doubtless could have the nomina-
tion if he wanted it, but he is not in
the country. I do net know who may
Ice chosen. but you may be sure that
there will be eo factional controversy,
Former Representati we fereennell has
been' talked of as a candidate for the,
United States senate. '
el an more than pleneed with the
eituatlon In nitiesachueetts. Even the,
Republienns must admit that their
party le split, and that the differences
must Neve an influent* on the vote.
To help the Democrat% the industrial
eoseditions uvi Ii undeetiliteelly contribute
largely. Working-1nm' eyerywhere are
employed lit good wages, prosperity
abounds, money is plentifte and the
country is at peace. And when that
is considered, the ehanees of Demo-
cratic success are certainly very great.
Threinehent the nation parents are
thankful lint the president has kept
the country out of war, and this she--
gen eou may be sure will be emblaz-
oneel on many a transparency in the
campaign this full. 'Ile kept us out
• of war.' Atari he did it with honor to
oatr own mitten. Our people do not
want ear. The little taste the mili-
tiamen have had of it Is quite enough
to demonstrate what war secede
mean."
Not to Embarrass Mr. Hughes.
Ity callitte atteneen to the fact that
a president with 'even eerie house of
cengress in oppiwitneeeelehim politiene
hey "must be greelitirr,Eandieseepede*
eIrai.1.1tiglit.* furnishes
n %th 
 an excellent rea-
so lie should nut be elected this
ye‘r,
lit the present senatee the Deniecrats
have n dear majerity or 16, with three
or four Progressives- e leo are more in-
clined to affiliate with them than with
Republicans. It Is, of course, possible'
that there may tee a Hughes ialsledc
fout there art- no signs of It. If It*r.
Hughes should be elected by a normar
vote. the Democrats might leNe eeveral
seats In the senate and cell be in con-
trol of thitt basely until 1919.
This is not a good time to establish
mixed party government. Worse than
swapping horses while crossing a
gtreatu is an attempt under such con-
ditions to ride homes geeing in differ-
ent direetione The re-election of Mn,
Wilson is wet exactly-what Mr. Hughes
has in mind, to relieve himself of this
etlittarrnwsmellt. but it is the only sure
remedy.
Hughes Should Be More Explicit
liughee aseures his audiences
that he snueds feet- higher pnetectione
tenet that if elected president nothing
will he "pulled off- in tariff leMelatice
for private benefit at public expense.
Let him consult %Alt h Mr. Taft, ;oho
des-lame thet schedules of the Payne-
Aldrich tariff hill were indefeneible
and then signed ntitt defended It. It
Ur. Illughtee IA elerttil presitlent with I
a Republican senate and holl to 'up-
port lam, Se-tinter ittelen Penne-es of
Pennitylvuttia will tee eh:airman (et the;
senate finance. committee awl Revere
sentatite Joseph W. leireiney of Mit-W-
ean will be (eminent' tel the house nefli.
miner oil enys and meting. Penrose
atel Foniney are stantiemtters of the
Old Guard. 1; a Peareme-leocetney
tariff the IN.:heather:ft?
Progressives' Proper Course
Thg„natural and proper course foe
the thdurgeut Progressives this pew
IS teevote- for Mr. Meson. 111 of think,
end as well thoee oho now favor the
indoreement of Hughes, ereferred the
election of a leetnewrnt te the election
of a ItrpublI(Itp in 1tII.. The Rooms-
reit cementite), %leerier elite It inennt.
certainly recent that. Like conaitions
confront them tble year, for in their
view the Republican party ta unre-
generate. a belief tor which, we are
grieved to say, Otero ts only too OEMS
supporting inidstice.
a
1 e.
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THE MURRAY LEDGER
0. J. JENNINGS, EDITOR.
Ilkasred at the pesetas* akIllussay, Ken tusk y , for treaMaleslou through
Wm • mile as second clads matter.
THUSAIDAY, A UOUt4T SI. tEl
—
''Farwari. March!"
The war department's long ex-
pected order to the Kentucky na-
tional guarsi to be ofT to the bor-
der has come at lest, and the
T.S001§S at Fort Thomas are now
enrenite to the Rio Grande.
Ilimihas aside Coner-.I.ereal
La the United States senate
last, Monday Senator Beckham,
Of Kentucky, was one of the ten
democrats who voted with the
republican members of the sen-
ate to bring up the immigration
The order is bailed  with gen- bill for consideratle_n_after
uine delight by the soldiers, who deniocrativnembers of the sen-
have been eager to get out of ate had voted to postpone the
the mobilization camp for sever- question until congress meets in
al weeks. Whether or not they December. The Courier-Journ-
will see active service, the et- al, true to it long desire to de-
fect of the movement to the bor- stray Beckham. announced this
der and the camp life training fact in flaming headlines and
which they will undergo for aev- dertakes to stamp him as a bolt-
eral months will be highly bene. er from the democratic party.
fielaliand will do more to foster We are not familiar with the
esslightened sense of prepare reasons of Senator Beckham for
his vote, but we are sure theyedness .than years of stay-at.
home theorizing and half-heart- are good and sufficient. The
ed drills. The men at least will Courier-Journal and other whis-
get a good idea of what war ky advccates in Kentucky should
means, how camps must be laid not forget that Senator Clark, of
dut and maintained, to say noth- ! Arkansas, did the same thing in
iog of invaluable irstructien and the last congress, and yet when
nitation. the present congress met, Clarksa 
was re-elected by the democratsThe management of the Daily of the senate as president pro-Messenger makee it a rule never
tio issue a copy of the paper with- tern of that body. Voting with
out its columns containing some Senator Clark at that time was
kind of valuable information at Senator Camden, of Kentucky,
least to some of its readers.- and the bitter speech madeMayfield Messenger. against Camden for his vote by. Now, that's deuced clevah of Senator 011ie James is still fresh
the Mtasengel. Just why the in the minds of the public. Yetmanagement of that paper should Camden is high up in the coun-ever desire to issue a paper cona.sels of the faction now control,mining nothing of information jog the affairs of the party in'is beyond our ken. The present the state and was selected byhigh cost of production would.. the last state convention, con-anus warrant any management of I trolled by James and Stanley, asany paper anywhere iisuing a a delegate from the state-at-large
to the national convention.
t will take something more
than the attacks of the Courier-
Journal to destroy Senator Beek-
ham in the minds of the home-
loving, liberty-loving people of
Mayfield. Ky., Aug. 28 -Three IC en tucky. -itiverCad illakz .Reasrd.
Graves county men have receiv-
ad appointments as orison offi a
aaelsilis-ist-Eddyville and will take t The nice rains have brought
  ------aste-their duties September 1 out corn and tobacco wonderfully
c
.110 • 4.•
paper containing absolutely noth-
ing of information to nobody no-
bow. Stick to your rule, Mr.
3semon.
Graves Cooly in
_______ 
 are Zack L. Albritton, John in this section.
Raldtree and Clarence Jenkins, Mrs. Ingram, an aged lady whothe latter of Farmington. Bald- Hved near the mouth of Bloodtree is former chief of the local , river, died last Friday.Ire depart m ant Henry Bazzell 
Mrs. Daisy Evans is reportedwill probably take Baldtree's as recovering slowly.place in looking after the road
Rev. Gibson will preach the
funeral of Sister Mintie Russell
at Russells Chapel on the first
Sunday in September. - Your Un-
cle Ezra.
work.
Doctors Want Pay.
Mayfield. Ky.. August 19.-
The Mayfield Medical Society has
adopted resolutions declaring' Lisle Case Cautioned.. .persons able to pay physicians
must do so in the future or med-1, The examining trial of Lee
._.
teal aid will be denied then, The , Lisle, charged with shooting.-tors say that they are unable Dick Ezell near Maggie on Sat-tro carry accounts for three or urday night a week ago, was notfour years cc Puoplies have gore held when called last Thursdayup at least 100 per cent in the
last few sear*.
Oidy GmuiPitze
(ffiihest Award)
ivento
Didionaries
at the Patturna-
t Pacific Exposifiott
was gtrairledlo
WEBSTER'S
t NEW INTERNATIONAL'
Superiority of Educitioaal Met.
This moo em -1 areoeurs
Ala audlarizy ...1 Lind. of
epleetione ets h qt•tiow is Prat-levet
peenctinced ?'' "Where is Ilea-
"•Whst tea audiensas war
oy P" "What ii a tosed.ner° "Mot
is wee* coed" -How is ail pre:
aw.an,-..i?" and thonaandi onitherie
IlisaMS.MS Basakeley Taus.
MAN Caegreakitel Sajects. 12.1401
Illegrapkicel Bales. *ger MSS MEP
271•Paget. lla sar dices&
wpm en *smut me—a slaked
Pim Am,
Web tee les*
rwas=6_
71es.
11111111111111E.
--eessyeeer - .;
before Judge Hooks. Ezell has
not sufficiently recovered from
the effects of the shot to leave
his bed and the examination was
*ROAD •
BUILDING
CONVICTS AS ROAD BUILDERS
Need for Co-Operation Between State
Highway snd State Prison Os-
partmentS is Outlined.
"The atate highway department
should hire convicts from the slats
prison department in exactly the same
way as it would hire free laborers,
and at the same price per day. Dur-
ing the hours of work the men ahould
nut be thought of as convicts, but s1ll.
ply as employees of the blithe/ay de
No payinelit be mIdi
for Arielngle hour not worked and a
man discharged should be removed at
once and permanently, while the high-
way department should have no re
sponsibility for nor authority over (hi
convicts at any time nor in any man-
ner exrept to conduct their work eV
to discharge them."
This need for co-operation between
the state highway and state priSSIt
departments is strongly urged in a
report made to the New york state
highway department by David J. Shar-
er, who was in charge of the convict
road work hi Green county, New York,
during the summer of 1914.
Mr. Shorer's practical experience
has demonstrated the importance of
the recommendation for co-operation
between the highway and prison de-
partments in conducting convict road
work, which the national committee
on prisons and prison labor has ad-
vocated for a number of years and has
been instrunlental in embodying into
the laws of the state of West Vir-
ginia.
The work in Green county, New
York, was carried on under most dif-
ficult conditions. The men arrived at
the camp before the organization and
equipment were completed-. Thai
were sent there without regard to
their suitability for the work and al-
most one-fourth were totally unfit and
had to be returned to the prison. Ar-
rangements for feeding the men were
unsatisfactory. while winter made effi-
cient work impossible fully two weeks
before they were removed from the
camp.
In spite of these difficulties Mr.
Shorer reports that, taking the 60 con-
victs who were retained at the camp.
and comparing them with 51 civilians
also working at the camp, the con-
victs averaged better than the civil-
Improved Road In New York.
tans and as good as any ordinary con-
tract gang. Under proper conditions
he maintains there will be no difficulty
in using convicts for this type of work
with good results for the money ex-
pended.
The national committee on prisons
and prison labor calls special atten-
tion to this report and its conclusion
that two factors are essential to the
success of convict road work. Re-
sponsibility for administration must
be placed in the hands of those com-
petent to meet it, and the men en-
couraged through a system of rewards
so that they feel they have something
to gain through good work.
Fir Silo.
One small bottom farm near
Martins Chapel church, south-
west of Murray. • Price right,
terms easy.-See W. H. Finney.
The county teachers' institute
will convene in Murray' on Mon
day, Sepsember 18. Mrs. Cora
continued because he could not Wilson Stewart. of Morehead.
be present to testify for the 
„ 
d Ky., wi conduct the-Institute.
commonwealth. The trial was 
sets for the '..);:h of August.-Ca- 
A pocket bio.k containing some
a:z Retord. money was Sound last week be.
Limes SOr 
zween Folsorndale and Mayfield.
. _
The owner can learn abou: same
by calling at tills office.Dallas, Texas, Aug. . -A kiss - years of history almost as note- Bitters. At all drug stores. Price Possible time. We sell it. -St x-is worth ;ast twice as much to a Fe,: regular action of the bow- .
ton Bros.man as it is to a woman. John el'''' easy' • 
eatoial movements, it3 record for the century is 115,-
lee as that of its foreign allyisLoo.
relief of constipation, try Doan's 000.000 scriptures in more thanF. Murphy. police judge, so Tel-
cd. He fined William Madden. Reg-Wets. alk• at all stores. 'one hundred and fifty languages. '
1810. or 50e apiece, for kisses be i haling. tee-ding, protruding It has made or assisted in eighty I
stowed on his tiaancee, Luc:le or blind piles have aiehkoi to translations, being tne first , to;
"Look Pa New
'laser Works!"•,1
Lills Tsar Osra ILIght Ot
Iteveriaila
'Ira' In seer Nib see a 'ern som•
. sot ik• their Look at the true ski,
naderniatb---emoota as tbe palm of
your hand,
IV" keTs; asse Ise °Se Wtir
Ito. germ so trieseril with the Joe.
simple, painless, n•ver-tallina rem-
edy that mak( • mimeses of ere-p...-
0e harpy. and that's -O 1$.
lt, in seconds It titles.
aumu (WOO. Job Un.1 dig at their
corns with knives end ritsors—wrap
-- their tots In packages with ban.
davit or •tleky mike thrm ted
and raw Cat.Lkh Nothing eke-
Oda milk, "Uls:TS-1T." Your corn
foesene—rou lift It oft There's
nothing to press on the corn, or hurt
Angels couldn't ask for more. Try It
tonight on_any corn, callus or wart.
••irnivril- yr. le sold and recom-
mended by Amulets every where
n bottle, or sent on receint of price
by E. Lawrence lk Co.. Chicago. Ill.
bold in Murra) lied recommended
is the ..orld's best corn remedy. —
II. I'. Wear.
The Sailplane.
Hood, Fain & Hood
Lumber Company
Located at the.Old-D., W. Dick
Stand, Near Rowletes. Factory
_
A1RCiads of Building Material, Lumber
Builders' Hardware, Paints, Oils, Etc.
We Believe we Can Save You Money.
We Know we will Treat You Square.
Ammeassamammiewnsamse
0411PLIP04.0111004111100411§0§1.040D40040011110041.04111§0
k FARM LOANS
Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton, McCracken, Gravels, MIIP
— shall and Calloway.
I am prepared to make loans on improved farm lands
at a low rate of interest in either of the counties men-
tioned above in the sums of $3,000 00 or more on live, ten.
fifteen or twenty years' time. About half the value will
be loaned on desirable property. All or any pah of a loan
.may be paid on any interest paying day, interest being
stopped on partial payments made. If you are in need of
a farm loan call to see me. or write me a letter and I will
.- call to see you. - - • *,1
0. SPRADLIN
Attorney at Law UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
ogne.e>gopempoigneoggpompoesa.c><>4111110411.041111004.01010011111,0111190
BOURBON HOG CHOLERA REMEDY
Prevents and Cures
CHOLERA, WORMS, COUGH, THUMPS.
It destroys clisease germs, reguLtelkthe bowels, a3ds &gestic's ani
eause• hogs to fatten quickly. (i.e it on the feed and dr3nk and yo.:
bogs will never have cholera. Coots only 5c. a month for eAch hog
Don't wait untd they get s. it. Regm 'wring your hogs th3s meth, ̂ e
sow and keep them free from worm, and dise.se At All Druggists.
SOU111019 SITMEDY COMPANY. LeadaStea. Ss.
Sold in Murray by H. D. THORNTON,
GOOD  Nursery Stock.-I am the lo-
cal reprsentative of the Vienna.
Ill., Nursery and can supply your
needs in all kinds of nursery
stock. This firm has a very fine
line of two year old stock of ap-
ples and peaches at 20c and oth-
- er fruits accordingly cheap. In
ornamental shrubery of every
kind they make a specialty. Any-Now is the time that your hens thing you reed they have and I
will moult or shed their feathers. will appreciate your order.,..--J.
This process is rather slow and C. Broach, Murray, Ky. al-6
nature should be assisted. B. A.. 4_ For Sale. -50-acre farm 6 milesThomas' Poultry Remedy 7'1'1 north of Murray on Alms, andhelp your hens to moult causing Kirksey road; 3-room dwelling,them to shed earlier and be ready 6 stall stables, 9 new tobaccoto lay when eggs are highest in
barns, good water, good orchard,the winter. If this remedy does 15 acres in timber; laed all freshnot make good, we wa-Sexton and in fine state of cultivation.Bros.
For Sale.-60 acre farm 1 mile
price on application to 711.278L..
Jackson, Alm% Rt. 9
17 acres in grass. Terms and
west of Almo on rural route: 40,
acres fresh land; good house of'
3 rooms; good stables, good frame!
barn: good water; 43 acres in:
cultivation, balance in timber.
Will sell this place at a bargain
as I own another farm. Call on'
or write W. M. omason, mo.
Rt. 2, for price and terms. 81012'ç
Impure blood runs you down-
makes you an easy victim for
disease. For pure blood and
sound digestion-Burdock Blood
OSITION
Secured sr Your Money Back
if you tidos the Draugbon Tralt-ing. th.,
training that business men Y.,e
can take ft.,( ....Urge or hid miff Write to.cing
KRA1:61110•411 PRACTICAL BIASINKtie LXILLKlit
Pagerak, Ky.
-
Get Ready.
Milk Fed Calves.
reed tireli the girl Cr
apiece, for those she return-
ed. Neighbors. had complained
of the eA3tatic embraces and
grogling of the a oung
sweethearts. ,
Hickman Mule Bond.
Will Nickerson, of this ccunty.
who was arrested nere'and later
lodged in jail in Paducah on a
charge of complicity in the mur-
der of Louis •Reytiolde, a neve.,
was released. this weeleoe $1,000
hood, which was made by friends
her'. Paris Parisian.
$.•
Doan's. Ointreenc. :Ale at all
stores.
.14
NAVEYOU WEAK 1.11iGS?
:) - on skiur che,... • -7
branclual rubes Do couglis hanibe, or
are yon subject to throat troubles!'
Such trootiles should have ittinesliate
tree:meat with the strengtheeing powers
of Scott's Ennation ito goard agaiast,
cotisumption which JO easily follows.
Scott's ReniiIsion contains,pureposi liver
oil whi:h peculiarly strengthens the res-
tab= the elecerine in it soothes and
tract Lad improves the quality ot
keels the membranes of the Cutlet
Scott's is prescribed by the best special
itae. Yea csa get it at any drug store.
laswassai N
••.• 
,
You have probably never tried
to count a million, still less aial-
lion If you could count as quick-
ly as the British and Foreign
Bible Society has been counting
of late, seventeen or more to the
minute, yeleanould require over
six weeks to count im to a mil-
lion And as for a billion, it
would take you one hundred and
twenty years.
The bible society has been
steadily counting-not always so
fast as now-for over a century;
that is to say, since the year
1804. By 1814 it had completed
its first million, with 28,000 to
spare. That was a grand record
In those days, for there were
great difficulties to be overcome
before a fair start could be made
with the circulation of the scrip-
tures at home and abroad.
The ;task of translating into
foreign languages had hardly
been commenced by the society,
and the most rapid machinery
For printing wolaed slowly as
compared to what we have to-
day. It was still impossible to
travel as fast as fifteen miles an
hour by railway, or to cross the
Atlantic by steamship.
The second million of the scrip-
tures was issued in the next four
years-1815-1818. In the follow-
ing four years over a million and
a half copies were issued. Bit
by bit ithe2circulation went on
increasing, until in the year
1862-63 more than two million
copies were sent out:Three mil-
lions were issued in 1879; four
millions in 1885; five millions in
1900: six millions:in 1910: seven
millions in 1912; while nearly
nine million copies were sent far
and wide in the world during
the year ending March 31, 1914.
The total number of copies of
the scriptures issued Cilltice the
British society commenced its
work in 1804 now exceeds a quar-
ter of a billion-including 58.-
1S5.250 bibles, 88,183.831 New
Testaments and 107,031.737 Por-
tions.
The American Bible Society
completed last May a hundred
give the printed gospel to mil-,
lases of people of many tribes:
and races. It has agents at work:
on five continents and (al hur-t
dreds of islands-in all, fourteen
hundred workers abroad and six
hundred in the United States.
Adding the outpet of the two
societies, one has the stupend-
ous total of more than a third of
a billion ecriptures issued by
these two agencies alone, proba-
bly enough, if evenly distribut-
ed, to supply a copy to every-fam-
ily on the face of the earth. -Pa
ducal.. Sun. _
are succeptlble to bowel troubles
which runs them down and it
takes a long time for them to re-
cover. For them
thrive they must be in good con-
dition from the suckling stage
to marketing. B. A. Thomas'
Stock Raonedy corrects these
troubles, cleans out their systems
and causes them to reach the
marketing stage in the earliest
To get rid of that Tired. Bilious, Half-Sick
Feeling, take a dose of
HEROINE
It Cleanses the Stomd,h,
Liver and Bowels
It's a man's remedy that goes to the right spot. Puts life andactivity into the torpid liver, strengthees the starnach and diges-tion and purifies and regulates the bowels. A tiniely dose of thisexcellent system regulator and boveri•tonic will oftentimes wardoff a spell of sickness. Price $O coats.
Jas. r. BALLAD, PINsPriats, ST. LOUIS. 140.
sa====raispana=====r
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224: for Eggs. I will nay 22c
fer fresh eggs S. M. Cole. 2
J. D. Roberts. at Pottertown. '
will hold his annual colt show
the second Saturday in Septem-
ber.
A handsome baby boy came to
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Tax
Miller Wednesday night of last
week.
Miss Gladys Owen has return-
ed home from a visit to friends
in Paris, Tenn.
W. W. Baker and Eph Miller
spent several daps of the past
week in Louisville.
A son was born to J. T. Parker
and yeife Sunday bight. Hap"
pint congratulations to the very
happy parents.
Rufe Langston and wife - have
Dr. Wm. Puol, of Paris, was
In the city the past week the
guest of his brother, Rev. Use
Pool, and family.
Mr. Wayne Yates, of Green-
ville, Texas, has been visiting
his aunt, Mrs. W. W. McElrath,
the past week.
Mrs. I. E. Lassiter and daugh-
ter, of Martin, Tenn., have bean
the guests of her sister, Mrs. W.
W. McElnith, this week.
Mrs. R. S. Coleman arrived In
the city the pant week to remain
returned home from a several fur some time as the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Houton ; (boa. visit to relatives and her. son, J. H. Coleman, and rem-
and sister. Miss Kate Gulledge.1 friends-haTasaasese.
hme moved to Murray.--Hazel Miss VernskRobertson left the Mrs. M. F. Brewn and daugh-
ter, Miss Clara, were In-the city
this week the guests of their dau-
ghter and sister, Mrs. W. W.
McEtrath. They were enroute
hetne from an extended visit to
relatives in Texas.
Warren Swann. Pat Pitt, Mike
Griffin and Con Frazier arrived
home Wednesday afternoon from
a trip to Nashville and Chatta-
nooga. The trip was made in
Mr. Griffin's car with Mr. Ralph
Penn at the wheel.
Misses Maggie, Fay and Ruth
Houston have returned from Dal-
las, Texas, where they spent sev-
eral weeks the guests of their
sister, Mrs. Louella Beddo. Miss
N
Lost—Diamond brooch in Mur-
ray or in Old Salem cemetery.
Return to this office and receive
reward. 8244
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Gorman,
of Mayfield, spent last Sunday in
Murray the _guests of relative!
and friends.
For Rent.-- 1917, small place
just outside of Murray; several
acres of land to cultivate. Call
at the Ledger office for partici'.
tars. 8312'
Mrs. Bud Chester. of Kirksey,
was here last Saturday enroute
to Paducah to see her son who is
ill in thatcity.—BentonTribune
Democrat
Willie Farmer was stricken
with heart trouble last Monday
.and for some time his condition
• as very critical. He is much
-----Tlinproved at present. .
I will hold my annual colt show
the third Friday in September
at 1 o'clock -at my home four
miles west of Murray, on Murray
and Mayfield road.—W. V. Kirk-
land. 8312'
Miss Ethel Walker stopped ov-
er with friends here Monday en-
route from Trenton, where she
had been visiting friends, to her
home in Murray.--Paris Paris-
ian.
Prof. W. P. Morrison, former
principal of the Murray school,
was in the city trimsacting busi-
ness the past week. He is now
located in Dixon. Tenn., where
he has charge of the public
achool. _
A eon was born last Sunday
night to H. E. Holton and wife.
Mrs. Holton is at the Murray Sur-
gical Hospital. The new arrival
came as a birthday present to
the father and has been christen-
ed H. E., Jr. Here's to you,
youngster, and may the Duke of
Calloway the Second grow to
manhood and prosper.
Mrs. Frank Sylvester spent.
several days of the past week in
the city the guest of her mother.
Mrs. Jane Meloan. Prof. and
Mrs. Sylvester and her son, Dan
McDonald, are with the Dream-
land Exposition Shows. This
company was in Chattanooga,
Tenn., last week and will be in
Paris during the Henry county
fair.
Prof. Earnest Cannon, of this
.county, left Wednesday for Bev-
il. K where he will have
charge of the Kevil high school
fcr the year. His school con-
venes next Monday. Prof. Can-
iaeroeirf the ablest teachers
of the county and his friends
will rejoice to know that he has
the principalship of a splendid
school.
In speaking of the convening
of the Arcadia high school, The
Paducah News-Democrat of Wed-
nesday morning says: -Misal
Nettie Cochran will probably
have charge of the expression
ar.d public speaking depart-
went." Miss Cochran is a Cal-
loway teacher and has massy
frends and relatives in this
c.unty.
Overland car, s3 Model T.,
wactically as goal as new, has
been run only l,800 miles. Anew
car bought this year: looks 'and
• acts like a new one. Just run
enough le make engine run
smooth. This is a large size Ov.
eriand car. Will save you money:
priced for quick sale. Address
F. C. Burnett, Mayfeld. Ky
?none Cum. 31. 312
past week to visit inClarks-vine,
Bowling Green, Frankton and
Dawson for some time.
Otrey Paschall and Eukley
Tucker left the put week for
Detroit, Mich., where they w H
be employed in auto factoriee.
Mrs. W. S. Swan and children
and Mrs. Effie Gatlin have been
the guests of relatives in Stewart
county, Tenn., the put week.
Miss Ova and Carl Snow, of
Independence, Mo., have been
in the county the past week the
guests of‘relatives and friends.
A. J. Beale, af the firm of
Beale at Wells, left the first of
the weea. for Cincinnati and oth-
er VC!a to buy new inerchare
dise.
Misses Pauline and Louella
Bourland, of Murray, are the
ta of the family of Mrs. R.
L. Shemwell this week.—Benton
Tribune. Democrat.
Mrs. H. 13. Bailey and son, H.
B. Bailey, Jr., arrived here Wed-
nesday from Murray on a visit
to the family of J. W. Parks.—
Benton Tribune-Detilocrat.
Nat Ryan, of the, firm of Ryan
& Sons Co., and Connie Nix, of
Puryear, left the first of the
week fr the markets to buy new
stocks f. seasonable merchan-
dise.
Joe Lancaste;-.I. H. Coleman,
R. T. Wells and 0. J. Jennings
attended the meeting of the ju-
dicial district executive commit-
tee in F..ddreille last Tuesday,
at which time Judge Bush was
given a cimmittee nomination
for circuit judge to fill out the
unexpired term of the late Judge
J. T. Hanbery.
Lowry Roark, of Paducah, and
Tim Roark, of Murray, visited
their brother, J. L Roark, here
this week, and Monday after-
noon motored to the home of Eld.
P. P. Pullen near the Mineral
Wells, where they spent several
hours discussing old times and
the war between the states. All
are confederate veterans. Eld.
Pullen also served his guests
with watermelon which was very
much enjoyed.—Paris Parisian.
Rev. W. J. Moore, field secre-
tary_ for Sunday schools in Mem-
phis conference, will arrive in
MnieFriday of this week to
assist the-pastor in an eight days'
revival at the Methodist church.
Services begin Sunday at 10:30
a. m., continuing through the
week at 10:30 a. m. and 7:30
p. m. Mr. John U. Robinson,
of Paducali, leader of musk for
the Culpeiter meetings, will be
here to direct the choir and con-
gregation in singing.
About two hundred friends of
Monroe Peeler slipped upon him
last Saturday and observed his
46th birthday with a feast of
good things to cat. Mr. Peeler
was called away from his home
during the arrival of the guesta
and the whole affair was a sur-
prise to him. The day was de-
lightfully spent. Good music
was furnished and other enter-
taining features rendered that
made the day one long to be re-
membered. Among the guests
were two Baptist and one Pres-
byterian preachers. It was .an
exceedingly hard matter for Mon-
roe to convince the folks that he
was only 46 years of age. Many
of those present making the-as-
sertion that they had known him
for at least fifty rears raid that
he was a grown man Whim they
made his sequ
SlifIfiSghIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIILIIIIIHIIE Ili lie MHO IN 111101111111111111111}I
ANNOUNCEMENT
WE wish to announce to our friends and patronsand the public in general that we will on the
first day of September put our business on a strictly
cash basis.
It is not .necessary to g0 into the merits and demerits of the
case of "Cash vs. Credit.' It is plainly apparent that the cash
business is the mog satisfactory way of doing business to all
concerned.
It is our earnest wish and desire to serve you to the very best
of our ability at all times and we know that We can give you bet-
ter
.
 prices, better merchandise, and better service by selling for
cash only.
We wish to thank you for your patronage in the past and ask
a continuation of the same and to assure you that your wants will
always be taken care of to the best of our ability.
Fay left today f Lexingtor4 
Graham Millet & Owen
Tenn., where she will teachl
or 
Murray, Kentucky
-again this year.H. G. Wadlington and Miss
Willie Baker are on the markets
this week buying merchandise
/or Wadlington & Co. Mrs. Wad-
lington and children are the
guests of friends in Mayfield
during his absence.
Miss Lois Boatwright, who has
been attending Peabody College,
Is the guest of Mrs. L. L. Jones,
enroute to Dawson Springs,
where she will remain a week.
Miss Boatwright is a teacher in
the city schools.—Paducah News-
Democrat.
Craig Karr. Jesse Lassiter and
Pete Lewis left last Saturday for
'Detroit, Mich., where they will
I
'seek employment. Looks like
now that it would only be a ques-
tion of time until our entire pop-
ulation of younger men would be
in this northern city at work.
Mrs. Ada Darnall, wife of Joe
Darnall, died last Monday night
at her home on the Taylor Rose
farm southwest of Murray. She
was about 56 years of age and
her death resulted fronese.bowel
trouble. She is survived by her
husband, three sons and two
daughters. The burial was in
the Sinking Springs graveyard.
A daughter was born last Fri-
day night to M. L Overby and
wife. The announcement of a
new baby is not unusual even in
Murray, but when it is known
that this new arrival weighed
eighteen pounds most mothers
will open their eyes in amaze-
ment. The young lady expects
to attend the next party given
in the neighborhood and will
weer an evening gown.
Hobert Albritten, the young
man convicted in the circuit
court for killing Lucy Allen, col-
ored, and who was sentenced to
serve a term of twenty years in
the penitentiary, was carried to
the reform school at Greendale.
near Lexington. He is only 18
years of age and after serving
in this institution until he is 21
he will be transferred to the
state prison. His case has been
appealed.
Fire that originated in the
roof of the building destroyed
the home of J. E. Jeffrey, the
barber, Wednesday night about
9 o'clock. Mrs. Jeffrey had re-
tired and when the fire was dis-
covered it was beyond possible
control. Mr. Jeffrey was at his
shop at the time. The building
and the greater part of the house-
hold goods were a total loss. The
building was insured for $60Q
while there was only $100 on the
contents. The less will reach •
several hu dred dollar. Just _
as the fire alarm was sounded
the c•ty light: went out and for
some time it was believed. that
the light plant was on fire. .
"nrinn
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We had a nice rain last Sun-
day night which was very much
needed.
People are very busy cutting
tobacco and taking care of the
•pea hay crop.
Noby West and wife are re-
joicing over the arrival of a girl
baby at their home.
Floyd Taylor and wife are the
proud parents of a bouncing ba-
by boy which was born the past
week.
John Enoch and wife visited
r father, Mr. Sam Story, last
Saturday night and Sunday.
Mrs. Nanny Swann is slowly
recovering from a severe case of
typhoid fever.
Miss Onie Enoch spent last
Sunday night with Miss Goldie
Lovier.
Miss Dollie Jacksen visited
Miss Ruth Hill last Saturday
night and Sunday.
Mr. June Tress has his ,sew
houses completed and will move
into them soon.
Jack Osbarn and 0. H. Wilson
and families, of Browns Grove,
passed through here enroute to
Oak Grove, Tenn., last Sunday.
—Clod Hopper.
When baby suffers with croup,
apply and give Dr. Thomas' El-
ectric oil at once. Safe for chil-
dren. A little goes a long way.
25 and 50c. At all drug stores.
W. B. Kennedy's Tobacco Report. Hottest Place as Earth.
Paducah, Ky., Aug. 26—There
have been no sales reported this
week in this district. There has
been considerable inquiry for
lugs and common leafibut stocks
of these grades being practically
exhausted there was nothing do-
ing.
The weather for the past week
has been all we could ask for
the growing crop, which is grow-
ing finely and the early plant-
ings maturing nicely. Quite a
good deal of cutting has beer
done and if the weather _contin-
ues favorable a large part of the
crop will go in the house by the
end of next week. Judging from
the appearance of the tobacco
that is being cut., will say that
the early plantings are not as
large in growth as the later
plantings promise to be. Worms
are reported pretty bad in some
sections, but generally they are,
no worse than usual and with fa-
vorable weather for thirty days
more we will house a splendid
crop of tobacco. Yours truly,
W. B. Kennedy,
Celt Shaw iaed Sale.
I will hold my colt show and
sale on Saturday, September 30
at 2:00 p. m., at my farm 2 miles
northeast of Lynn Grove.—I. T.
Crawford. 8242*
During the rain last Sunday
afternoon the stable of Douglas
Miss Wilma Cresson and Miss Moore, west of the city, was
Jeanette Kelley, of Benton, were struck bp lightning and as a re!,
in Murray the past week the sult the property was destroyed
guests of Ray Maddox and wife. by fire.
We have heard of dead people,
dead beasts, dead trees and dead
flowers, but is there such a thin
as a dead sea, and why do they
call it dead? There is, and they
call it dead because it receives
all and gives nothing. This body
of water—the most remarkable
in the world—is at the southern
end of the Jordan valley in Pal-
estine. It is 47 miles long and
10 miles wide, 1,292 feet below
sea level and is one of the hot-
test regions on earth. It receiv-
es 5.900,000 tons of water daily
into its bosom from the Jordan
river, but gives none out to re-
fresh and nourish the valley be-
low, which has become an arid
desert on account of the close
fistedness of the sea. Its water
is five times as salty as the wa-
ter of the ocean, is bitter to the
taste oily to the touch and leaves
a yellow stain. No fish live in
the water, no flowers bloatif 67
fruits grow on its shores, no
birds sing in its neighborhood.
Its bar kless driftwood and shores
are incrusted with salt. Its set-
ting is a scene of desolation nig
gloom, looking as if the curse of
God rested on, the whole region.
McVay—Mcaaria.
On Monday morning, August
28, at 8:00 o'clock., an informal
wedding was consummated at
the home of Mrs. Laura McClar-
in, at Puryear. with Doris H.
McVay and Miss Ruth M. Mc-
Clarin as the contracting parties.
Mr. and Mrs. McVay will be at
home in El Paso, Texas, after
September 5.—Paris Parisian.
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YOU! YOU!!
We have you as a man who believes in the full purchasing power of his
dollar when it comes to buying Lumber and Building Material. Are we right?
Then you will be interested in knowing that we carry ttse most complete
and best assorted stock of building material in the county, and if you get ow
prices we get your business. Buy from the yard that carries the stock, that
gives the values, that does the business; that yard is at the J. B. Hay Lumber
Company's cid stand.
WE CARRY CEMENT AND BRICK
Hughes & irvan Lumber Co.
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TOMBIGBEE CANDLER
 ASV 
Miggiggippi, worships the To1102101011 -
&eke Candler. representatittie BMW  
river go -fervently that Is W ashIngtelt=-
he le known as Tombigbee Oindler arad-
the strewn Is called the Candler Tom-
Mach year the treasury opens and
peers • mellowAretitu of gold lute GUI
Tombigbee fee haprovement purposes, -1
sod each year. In praise of this gee-
-rime act on the part of nide Ram,
Zke arises In Ma place on
the door of the house and sings a song
01 praise.
Tombigbee Candler made ne,speech
Ma year. llentesquently %%hen the item
was reached' in the rivers and harbors
bill Representative Madden rolled a
(Iticago stone crusher Into the house
and endeavored to Animal the Tombig-
bee'. 1$3.5.000.
"This Is an unimportant river," he
mud with a grin.
"But It Ls a very beautiful oner
sumtested Nick LOIlltwurth•
At this point Leke Candler arose In his nib't and delivered the ultimatumthat If the Tombigbee was stricken from the bill the measure eiruld not pouts.
"Is that so?" amid Jim Mann. "Well, the senate pnased a bill the other daywhere this river is sturringly referred to as the Toni Beckby. Now 1 want toknow whether the gentletuan calls this the Tombigbee river or the TomDeckhy. two names."
"Even the senate of the United Stutter." replied Zeke elth great dignity."if it were an august body of idiots, would not undertake to change the nameof the Tombigbee, because If they did It would change the history of theUnited States of • Americo."
 'MEM 
LANE AND THE SIOUX
Secretary Lane is nearly &Walla
dramatic and Pottle timem n little the-
atrical In his dealing with the copper.
colored inhabitants of the western part
of the United States. Recently he
and a party went to Yankton. S. D.. to
confer citIzenehip on lerl Sioux In-
diana. Ile invented a brand new cere-
monial and did things up brown, so to
streak.
Secretary Lane told the Indians
that the great White Father had sent
him to speak a serious and solemn
word. Then each chosen Indian wasi:
called from the crowd by .his white
name, handed a bow and arrow and
directed to shoot it. The secretary
then said:
"You have .shot yOur last arrow.
That means that you are no longer to
live the life of an Indian. You are
from this day forward to live the life
of a white man. But you may keep
that arrow, it will he to you a symbolof your noble race, and of the pride you feel that you come, from the first ofall Americans."
The Indians were all given a badge of American citizenship and a UnitedStates flag. To each of the women were given a work bag and a purse.
CHAMPION OF KANSAS
Representative Joseph Taggart of
Kansas is quick to resent any slum at
the Sunflower state and bristles up
whenever one !reeks; to revive bewhIs-%
kered Kangas jokes which were pop-
adar (outside of Kansas) a quarter of
a century ago. Knowing Taggares re-
gard for the dignity of his home state,
several of his colleagues on the house
judiciary committee planned a bit of
ftm.
There was a meeting before the
irommittew. which Taggart Was -unable
to attend. on the woman suffrage rises.
lotion. A New York lawyer appeared
In behalf of the "antis" and presented
an argument against national enfran-
chisement of the gentler sex. He spoke
generally and did not refer to any
state now boasting equal rights. Trig-
stares cloth-agues, however, told him
the lawyer had lambasted Kanpes. At
the next Meeting of the committee the
lawyer reappeared. Taggart wits on
hand and grilled the New Yorker unmercifully. The lawyer defended himselfus best he i-ouhl under the eroas-examinatioaL
When the meeting adjourned the lawyer asked Taggiirt why he had beenas severe. The cengresaman retorted that he would tint pennit any man tobelittle Kansa& The lee yet insisted he wild nothing that could be consideredderogatory to the western commonwealth and, in fail. had a high opinion ofthe people of the state.
Taggart at this moment happened to look around and eaught his colleaguessmiling brondly. Explunation4 Taggart ataiformat to the NewYorker. hot is awaiting an opportunity to- me ii‘en eith the pr.ictical jokers.
ESTHER CLEVELAND AIDS THE BLIND
se araa
••• aalatileta
blinded in tho Euro
armee desiralite. and
materers before she
 .11110.10. 
MISR Esther (Teveland. daughter
or the late liniver Cleveland and
known in her early chibileioil as the
"White House, Baby." has been mote-
elated with ited Cross work and is now
aiding the work of the allies In the'
care of the blind at St. Puntittin's cub
legs'. Regent's park. bingiOn:
Miss Cleveland was born in Wash-
ington during her father's ts.nir as
president and there have been ninny
falae ripens of her eng igetnetit mince
,he was presented to society.
Before going abroad to aid In car-
ing for the blind she devated se‘eral
month,: to stielying the system in use
In the Pennsylvania Institute for -the
instruction of the Blind, so when she
was ready to offer r services she
was qualified to rein', service. Miss
Clevidand hail prevaiii ly been greets-
sited at a training riche eI of nuras and
would have been efficient In that-ixind
of alit but PO many men Were being
peon war trent assistance for threw thus afflicted appeared
she devoted her time W learning now to Instruct these
proffered her sir' vices.
THZ 11117111AY LZDOZZ, NIIZZAT, T.
TWO ARE KILLED IN
100-MILE AUTO RACE
ELEVEN AUTOMOBILES ARE PILED
UP AT A KALAMAZOO
(MICH.) PARK.
EIGHT MEN ARE INJURED
Accident Occurs At First Tara At
Track When Peacock's Car,' Lead-
ing gem Race. Skidded, Stetlekili
Plinio and Overturned.
Kalamazoo, Mich.- Two men were
killed and eight others injured, one
fatally, when 11 automobiles piled up
at the first turn during a 100-mile race
at Recreation Park here Sunday af-
ternoon,
The dead: Marion Arnold, mechtin•
Chicago; Jack Peabody, driver.
Brooklyn.
Probably fatally lifjured: F. Mar-
quette, Kalamazoo, mechanician for
Peacock.
. The others injured are: Harold J.
Downs, Kalamazoo, driver; Roy New-
ton. Kalamazoo, mechanician; Thomas
Ball, Coldwater. Mich , driver; Guy L.
Bailey, Cold wat er, M ich., mechanician.
Jimmy Alexander, Sioux City, Ia., me-
chanician; Andy Burt. driver. Chicago;
Otto Henning, driver. Chicago.
The accident occurrotl when Pea-
cock's car, leading, skidded and struck
the fence. It was overturned and
threvrtt squarely across the track. Be-
fore track attendants could signal the
other drivers. ten of the machines, go-
ing at a terrific speed. ploughed Into
the overturned car. Five of them were
.completely demolished.
The car driven by Andy Burt, whose
mechanician. Marion Arnold. was kill-
ed, was the first to strike that of Pea-
cock. Nine others dune into the  wreck',
- 
FATAL QUARREL IN ALABAMA
Two Prominent Alabama Farmers In
Wilcox County Fight Duel In
a public Road.
Furman. Ala.-C. W. Sinity and
Robert Hall, prominent farmers of
Wilcox County, Ala., fought a pistol
battle in a public road at Simpsont
Mill. several miles from here, and both
were killed, according to reports.
The shooting is alleged to have been
the ea:nitration or an altercation be-
tween the nien at Snow Hill, Ala., but
the difficulty which led to the tragedy
is not known.
It is said the men met in the road
unexpectedly and began firing at each
other simultaneously. Many shots
were exchanged and when the smoke
cleared away both were dead.
Hall was a merchant and plantation
owner and unmarried Smity is sur-
vived by a family, and was said to be
prosperous in his community.
WEATHERED ROUGH SEAS
Deutschland Traveled 4,200 Miles On
Homeward Voyage.
London -Reports of the return of
the German submarine Deutschland
from the United States are corrobo-
rated in a telegram received at Am-
sterdam froni Bremen. as forwarded
by Reuter's correspondent.
According to this information, the.
Deutschland traveled 4,200 miles on
her homeward voyage. At the begin-
ning the sea was tempestuous, but
later it became more calm. The
Deutschland proved to he able to navi-
gate the stormy seas excellently. Her
engines worked faultlessly. - No ice-
bergs were passed on tIvs, journey.
The American government, says the
dispatch, acted in a correct manner
as a neutral, rigorously enforcing re-
spect for its frontier from British and
French warships by the employment
of Its own men of war.
REPORT BREMEN CAUGHT.
-----
Latest Rumor Says Submarine En-
meshed White In the Channel.
New York.-The New York City
News Association quotes "an officer of
the British merchant marine" who ar-
rived here aboard the White Star
steamship Balite. as authority for the
stifefiient that the German submarine
Bremen has been captured by the Brit-
ish and 13 of her crew of 35 made
prisoners. The Bremen. according to
The account. was captured in the
Straits of Dover in a steel' net on Aug.
2. Two members of her crew teat their
lives.
37,000 Barrel! Gasoline Burn. •
Port Arttlar, T`ex. -- Approximately
37,000 barrels- -gasolene ,were , de-
stroyed here by a fire which was startlaha-lifitt4tring strtick _a steel tank
owned by the -Gulf Refining Company.
The losS Is estmated at $300.000.
$750.000 For Troops On Border.
San Antonio.L-A fund of * $750,001
has been made available by the war
department for the payment of state
troops on duty along the border. Gen.
Fonstnn said the amount would, be
services up to and including the month
,of-ltily thoncy via* shipped by
express from New Orleans._•
Five Bandits Executed..
• 
Chihuahua City:--Five bandits cap-
tured by government troops after hold-
ing Iva ranches were execated. Lit-cord
trig to reports received ;rom Gen. Pao
Unio Trevino,
HOLD GAINS NEAR ST. MIHIEL
- -
Furious German Asaults In the West
Said To Be Repulsed By
the French.
Paris The Germans have made a
new assault on the French, line at the
tip of the fatuous salient of St. Millie!,
but have been repulsed after gaining
a footihg In French trenches, accord-
ing to war office staterneoL
The French gains on the Somme
front In the vicinity of Maurepas were
followed by a heavy German counter
attack The official report Issued says
the Germans were repulsed wkh heaiy
loss.
The German assault was delivered
against Hill Ill near Maurepe41.
Heavy shelling of the German tinge
continues in the region of Lassigny
puti Roy..
On the Verdun front the Germane
attacked Fleury In the night, but were
unsuct•essful.
The Bulgarians have not attacked
the Greek port of Kavala and the im-
portant Greek town of Drama, both
held by Greek garrisons, says a war
office statement.
"East of Lake Tahnos Englsh cav-
alry patrols, outmaneuvering the en-
emy. have (-roused the River Angie&
and have blown up sea eral bridges.
• "The towns of Kavala and Drama.
which always have been occupied by
Greek garrisons, have not liedraZ-al--
tacked by the Bulgarians."
NEW HEALTH MARK RECORD
Of American Punitive Expedition In
Mexico.
Field Headquarters American Puni-
tive F.xpediton, Mexico.-Only ale
deaths from disease and a Present sick
rate of L5 per cent for the American
punitive expedlion since it entered
Mexico more than five months ago,
was the record contained In official
figures given by sanitary department.
Adding the number of Nick being
treated at the basoahospital to those
in the field the rate is increased to
24 per cont. There has -not -trams- a
single case Of typhoid, the prevailing
ailment being dysentery.
''This is a remarkable record for an
expedition serving in this sort of a
country with nothing but field equip-
ment." declared Gen. J. J Pershing.
commander of the expedition. "It
probably is as low a record as
similar expedition ever has set
shows the wonderful strides along san-
itary Untie and the high efficiency of
the sanitary department."
any
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HAS 20 PER CENT GAIN
The Naval Militia Forces Now Shoe
Forces of 9,300 Men and
700 Officers.
Washingtou.-s-The strength of the
organized naval militia increased ap-
proximately 20 per cent during the
last fiscal year, the navy department
announces, the forces now totaling
9,300 men and 700 officers.
New divisions, marine companies
and aeronautic sections have been or-
ganized in Hawaii, Illinois, Florida.
New York, Texas and Washington.
Other new dis sions are being formed.
but have not yet been mustered in.
Aeronautic section also have boon
created in the existiug opganizations
of New York, New Jersey, California,
Massachusetts. Ohio, Oregon and
Rhode Island, the majority of which
are now equipped with their own ma-
chines and which the navy department
views as a valuable reseri.e for the
regular aeronautic service.
The naval appropriation bill con-
tained various provisions designed to
popularize the naval and militia ser-
vice, and the department officials ex-
pect marked increase in the efficiency
and numbers of the militia force as
soon as these provisions become ef
fective.
GERMAN BATTLESHIP HIT.
I3ritish Submarine Makes Attack On
Vessel in North Sea.
London.--The German battleship
Westfallen was hit and slightly dam-
aged by a British torpedo, it was ad
minted in a semi-official telegram from
Berlin, according to Reuter's Amster-
dam correspondent. The W.estfalleni
however, it is declared, continued ca-
pable of maneuvering and will shortly
he repaired.
More Reports About Villa.
Chihuahua City.-Conflicting reports
as to Villa were received here by Gen.
Jacinto Trevino. One dispatch said
that the bandit chieftain, traveling in-
Cognito, is hiding with a few of his
men in the hills near Naica, Durango.
Another said reports are current
along the Chihualtua-laurango border
that Villa was poisoned early in July
by nurses.
• Little criolit was given the latter re-
port here. although Gen. Tre%•ino point-
ed out that If Villa is lead his name
probably is being used by his adher
'mix to inspire terror among ranch
men of the neighborhood.
Bank President Killed.
Huntsville. C. Spraggins.
51. prominew alan of North Alabama,
end president of the Colbert Count
Bank, was aceidentally shot by a mem-
bereeof his hunting party. 12 nill
from town. and died in a short.. time
Wealthy Recluse Named As Father.
Chicago.-Edward Morrison. a multi-
millionaire recluse. was -named as the
real father of two girls lie recentty
adonted, in proceedings before Judge
Landis in the United States district
court_ '
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ITALY FORMALY AT
WAR WITH GERMANY
THE OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
BRINGS ENTHUSIASM
AT ROME.
CHEERING CROWDS PARADE
Italy's Formal Declaration Amounts To
Little More Than Official Recogni-
tion of • State of Affairs WhIels
Already IE ittatIut--
O 000000000000000
o Rome.-The official announce-
o went of Italy's declaration of 0
o war on Gertnany as given out
o here follows
o "The Italian government do • o
o (stares in the name of the king o
o that Italy considers herself to o
o in a state,of war with Ger- o
o many as from' Aug. 28, and hogs
o the Swiss government to convey
O thin information to the imperial o
"Bt. German government."
o oti• 'O0000conol000 0
rThe officiaantio c eunemnt of a state
of war between Italy _and Gerluany
arolised great enthuslistu. Cheering
crewds paraded the streets, applaud-
ing the governMenCe decision. 
circles•here expeet inter-
vention- in war by Bauman-BC
against the central empires.
Italy and genitally have been drift-
ing steadily toward war. In fact,
formal declaration amounts to little
more than offli ial r deign n itio of •a
state of affairs which already e'xISted.
The declaration became ine-vitable
when Italy recently sent troops to SA,
lonikl to co-operate ,In _the campii
on the Macedonian tots'
'Italy's position has been anomalous
since she withdraw from the triple al-
liance and declared war on Austria.
Although by this act she arrayed her-
self against her former allies, Ger-
many and Austria, she remained of-
ficially at peace with Germany until
Aug. 28. Germany exerted every ef-
fort to induce her to remain neutral,
sending to_ltorne as ambaaaador Prince
von Buelow, one of the ablest states-
men of Germany.
The prince for some time averted
the war between Austria and Italy, and
when he saw a 'rupture was itiesitable
he negotiated a special agreement un-
der which, in case of war between Aus-
trta and Italy, Germany and, Italy
pledged themselves to. reaped the
properties and lives of theIr•respectIve
subjects in each others domains. This
meant for Germany a guarantee -of
many millions of dollars worth of
properties in Italy and .tor Italy the
safety of 2041011 Italian subjects In
Germany.
According to unofficial reports.
Italy's allies were dissatisfied and
asked the Italian representatives at
the Paris entente conference why their
nation was not at war with Germany.
Italy already had agreed not to con-
clude a separate -peace and at the Paris
conference sancationed the plan for a
permanent high council of the entente
powers for future conduct of the war.
The increasing eo-operatien among the
entente allies and the necessity' for
bringing into service Italy's surplus of
troops. which could not be employed
on the other fronts: without bringing
on war with Germany. gradually
brought Italy into such a position that
It became evident a declaration of hos-
tilities against Germany wis only a
matter of time.
The first overt act in this direction
occurred after the l'aris conferepee„
probably as a result of it. On Feb. 29
Italy requisitioned 3t of the 37 German
steamships interned In Italian port.; to
help meet _the pressing needs of the
allies for chipping facilities. Other in-
dications of approaching war have
been observed in recent weeks, one of
which was the denouncing of the com-
mercial agreement providing for mu-
tual respeot of the rights of each
other's subjects. The final step was
the sending of Italian troops' to-Sa-
17Atilkihough officially at peace, Italy
and Germany severed diplomatic rela-
tions last year. That was why Italy
adopted the unusual procedure of ask-
ing Switzerland to inform Germany
Italy's action probably will have lit-
tle effect on the military situation in
the immediate future: although as
war goes on it may have a mare mm
portant bearing. On the Austro-italian
front. Italy finds active use for hardly
more than half her army and in future
can send available troops to any froh.t.
Having committed herself already to
the Mas edonian campaign.. Italy's step
14 of no significance as respects that
theater of war. Germany .hereaffer
whil be free to -take such part in the
Austroltallan campaign as may be de
sided on by the Teutonic allies.;
From Berlin. •
Berlin The Italian government has
declared through the Swiss govern-
ment that from Aug. 118 Italy considers
•emir at war with Germany.
May Employ Troops-Against-Dormant.-.London -- DechtrattOlieriiiiir by Italy
on Germany has been expected for sev-
eral days. owing to the faot that Italian
troops are now fighting against the
GeTrulaneCilnaraUtretZeWhe d ill make it po.isible
to employ Italian troops against the
Germans in Prince If Gen. Juffredeems such a measure advisable.
774i- • -
SAILED FROM U. S. AUGUST g
The German Submarine 
Deutschland
Crosses Atlantic Wail Cargo 
of
Ru.bber and Metal.
'Berlin -Via mercha 
nai nt 'Me nS
Deutschland arrived at the 
mouth of
the NVeser on Aug 23, according tO
the Overseas News Agency. '
The ageticy says that the 
Deutsch-
land arrived on the aftertion of Aug.
23 and apcbured before the 
mouta of
the river. All on board were ei II
'Deutschland. a German super.
submarine built for carrying men i ban'
disc arrived at Baltimore from Bre-
men on July 9 with a cargo of dYw•
stuffs and malls. Her arrival was hail-
ed In Germany as the beginning of a
regular submarine tnerchant service
between this Liar. 
norny which would be able to defy 
the
'British blockade It was announced-
that she would be followed shortly by
the Firemen. a sister ehip.
The Deutschland left Baltimore rin
her return journey on Aug. eith
cargo of rubber and metal and passed
out the Virginia Capes Aug. 2.
WILLIAM LATURA IS, KILLED
Policeman Lyllite lays I Shot -Wild
Bill" in Ilelf•Gefense.
Meniphie.-William (Wild BIM IA.
tura, noted polite figure. gunman,
divekeeper and mere or leas a political
figure, was shut and killed by Patrol'
noun J. C: Lyons. Four shots wens
tired by the officer at close range,- all
of which took effect. Latura dying Ii
the atreit len -Minutes after -he Wan
1.yons was detained at police head.
quarters until e (miner's jury held 04
isiUting, of !Admit to hese been Nati.
liable homicide and released Lyons.
—
icUTO BANDITS KILL OFFICtR
Desert Stolen Car As Dying Pol cc oar
Pours Shis`e At--Tiktft17--
Columbus.-Aetomobile bandits ,shot
and killed Patrolman John haufhutte
here, desertesi, a stolen automobile
which contained a small arsenal and
escaped undersha tessilade of o ntts fro
the revolver of the dying policeman.
The entire police system of Central
Ohio is engaged in efforts to appre-
hend the gunmen under the lief that
they may compose the gang itihrch re-
cently prepetrated the hold-ups in De.
troit.
The tragery occurred when Patrols
man Laufhutte found the men repair-,
hug a puncture at a quiet spot. __The
man stooping over the tire immediate-
ly fired when the policeman appeared.
His second shotsstruck the officer near
the heart. Laufhutte staggered back
and opened fire as the men took - flight.
•
GERMAN STEAMER QUITS BOSTON
--
Had Been In Refuge Since the Out-
break of the ‘'t ar.
Boston --The North German Lloyd
liner Willehad. which has 'en in
refuge here since the outbreak of thin
war, slipped out of the harbor, pre-
sumably for New London. (',nn., for
whica port she obtained clear:late pa-
pers.
Line officials asserted the change
was made to reduce docking (barges.
and denied reports that there was any
connect sitt between the Willelia_d'a
movements and the expected arrival
of the German merchant stibmarine
s Bremen.
OIL WAREHOUSE EXPLOSION.
-
Stsndard Oil Company In Chicago IS
Damaged 950.000.
---
Citicago.-A fire and explosion in a
Standard Oil Company wan house con-
taining as.000 gallons of gasoline and
kerosene here, resulted in the death of
A. B. Young, foreman, at the store-
house, serious injuries to eight fire-
men, lesser injuries to a score of other
firemen and material damage esUmat-
ed between $50.000 and $75.$000.
TO SIGN NAVAL BILL.
Want B.ds For Construction of New
Warships.
-Washington.-The naval trill will besigned by President Wilson this week.•and bids for the construction of four
battleships, scout cruisers: submarinesand destroyers will be advertised for.
Will Meet in September.
a Wshington. =Secretary Lansingand Eliseo Arredondo. Mexican • am-
bassador: designate. tentatively agreed
thiitalhe Joint .clentnission to discussborder problems sliould -meet ai swim,Waco on the New England coast •dur-ing the first week in September. Thearrangement was coincident _with a
mreport from Gen.- Pershing tiliSing thegeneral opinion in Mexico was that"Villa's prestige is gone and that hocan never again become a serlotLa Lac-tot in Mexican affairs"
Word front Mexico City ia awaitedat the state, department and the Nlexi-cab ..endiassy before fixhig a definitedate for the first meeting of the JointAmerican Mexican- commission- to dieCUSS herder problems-
Eight Die In Wreck.
Laredo. Tex. -- Eight peraoes-wer•killed and a !Wore injured whoi a passtinger train was wrecked on the Nielf-can Internatien•I line, near Paredne.State of coahulla, according to report'sreeeked Nnevo Laredo The acci-dent was due. It is said, to_ the Am&corttlition of the track
•
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WILL OBSERVE
LETTER OF LAW
STATE RATING BOARD ANSWERS
• KINTUCKY ACTUARIAL au-
na.w ON ITS STANDING.
OPPOSE INCREASE IN RATES
!Attitude of Insurance Companies That
if Criticism-No Increase to Be
'Made In Two Years.
(nectar -Wenkfort I srrt'.vn en )
Frankfort. Sunetting up the differ.
Omen between the tire insurance cone
'Mules and the State Insurance Rat-
ing Board in regard to the interpreta-
(Ion and enforcement of the 1916 in-
ference art. the board. replying to a
recent letter from the Kentucky Actii•
aria! Bureau. charges tfiat the atti-
tude of the insurance companies since
the peplum. of the law (which was
agreed to anti approved by the 'cum
pantie, who strongly urged its passage
in the form that it now stands) has
Allmon one of criticism and harassment
Of the board In its efforts to carry out
'what it believes to be the proper in-
terpretation of the law."
The board says it steeds by the let-
.r of the law that no increase is to be
Lade in rater for two years, excepting
Where the hazard is increased, and it
_testified in demanding facts showthe noceasity of any Increase
▪ It approves them ---
Officials and Guards Appointed.
The Prison (7ommission appointed
Se following new officials and guards
St the penitentiaries of this state:
Frankfort Penitentlary.-T. M &Myth-
Ian. 'Jefferson county. Witrilen5' W. S.
Ilawk11114. Carrollton ('ount), wind (leo.
Ireland. Franklin count), deputy war-
dens. Ernest Thompson, Fayette county.
_... a m t- ean Tee guards are Elmer
tauVy. Grunt county, a ft Hughes, Nel-
son county; C. E. Johnson. Botine county;
'W. Ir. .11111e11. Gallatin county; A. M, Over-
•treet, Oldham county, W. C. Jacobs,
, Owen county; Jeffrey Allison. Franklin
' °aunty: V. S. Whitehead, Franklin imiti-
t liwyo...urs,Itlu::j1.1:, Long. Franklin county: John
(1)",'"• l-rv coUlii.I.: French. of Spenuer
Tur-
in. Jessamine county. O. G. Lacey. Mar-
; Thomas McCarty. Carter county, W.
n county; John L. Wells, Elliott coun-
.n lior7weYr:ncidaleor ut•noutyrity:le,g.,
• ancricit. Drat-ken county: W. F. Liraith-
E
ear, twitcher county: E. W. Ritchie. Knott
county. Taulbee Patter, Pike county:
Troy treckine. Pike county: William Al-
len. Chty county. Cr. H. William', Laurel
county; A. V. Bertram, Wayne county,.J. E. Black, Knox county; J. L. Estee.
Bell county: il. J. Johnson, Hendereoncounty; it. V. Leslie. Nelson county, Joe
Merle., Campbell comity.
,.. _Erirlyville ee.naentiary-Zacie Albritton,
111Praverr county, clerk; Rev J. D. Wood-
eon. Weborter county, chaplain; C. b.
Glenn, -Lyon county, clerk.
The Guards-Peppels. of , Lincoln coun-ty; W. S. Seat, Fulton county: R. L. Bur-hart, Hickman county; William Ford.Carlisle county: Thomas retrenehatIardcounty; C. L. Jenkins, Graves county:.lutirt W. ltaldree, (eaves county; T. C.
atone. 1.4013 touchy; Gresham„ .--Lyoncounty: Alexander, Trigg county; HiramAmer, Union county: Frank Shaw, Hop-ing county; F. L. Lovell, Allen county:este. Alien county: Spencer Thorepsun,
etcalf county; Steele. Washington
county: NVilliams,) Ohio county: Hoard.
Hardin county: E. I.,. Goodwin,. Larue
county: C. W. Adams, Todd count).
Eight additional guards have been
!selected, but their names will not be
-given out by the comnilasion teAll the
hext meeting. The present employes
at the prisons, who have not, received
anotteet that they will not be appointed
will remain in the places in which they
ere now serving the state.
'Engineers to Save Fare.
Examinations of applicants fOr coun-
ty road engineers will be held out :n
the state this fall, instead of at Frank-
effort, Commissioner of Roads Rodman
,/ Wiley just announoed. This will save
the applicants the expense of the trip
to Frankfort. The examinations will
be conducted by the district engineers.
They will begin September 10 and last
as long as is neceesary to get around.
Erom the successful applicants the
decal courts can elect their engineers
October for a term of two years
"I hope." said Commissioner Wiley,
Chat the county judges and magis
r.ates will realize the importance and
(economy of employing real engineers
/or the work, and that a healthy pub-
lic sentiment in each (-aunty will in-
sist upon capable men for the places."
Filed in Kentucky.
• A railroad equipment agreement be
tween the Guarantee Trust Cce, of New
York. awe- the Cleveland. Cincinnati,
Xhicaro 6: St. Lauis Railway Co., was
Ved with Secretary of State Leais. 1
The trust company agrees to furnish ,
the railroad company with 1.800 steel
self-clearing hopper cars. 15 all-steel
..Isheselteerietiachesefi Mikado_ tepe
Motives an -20 Mikado type. Clasp
II-5-T, locomotives for $5,600.000.
Election Official Resigns,
T. W. McGregor resigned as a mem-
4k, her of the State Election Commission.
v. Stanley called up Ed Franks, of
e Republican State Central Commit-
's°, at Owensboro, and requested him
to call the committee together to select
five names to submit to him from
which to appoint • successor to lie-
Gregor
Government Navy Cress.
Two thousand civilian volunteers
embarked on nine battleships at seven
Atlantic parts retieitly. among them
"panty-al: Kentuckians. The Ken.
lucky boys bosircted the battleship Illi-
nois. The general object of the cruise
for training volunteers for approxi-
mately one month is to afford civilians
Ian opportunity to gain byeeoseecon-
tact"with naval life and Myr) duties,
some experienee and utelteslandleit
which will help them to perclve the
Ray-they may hest fit themselves for
Service in the navy-in time of need.
ate •
Alfalfa ;Prerteble Crop.
Mut h literature colicerning the gsow•
het of alfalfa hi lietrtucky has belie
Petit out by the Experiment Sin' 4. ti,
and there has been coitiiu ruble rf )11 -
wont on It, but too much t au not lie
said In favor of this mut cut 'hit bulliter
of both flesh and aod. If alfalfa had
no other value than to rojuvruato 4410
replenish the soil, it %until still be
worth the farmer's effort to cultivate
It The hat torts bearing nodule, on
the roots of the plant act as a Irene.
former. cluinelne the unavailable nitro;
gen of the air to "fixed nitregee". In
the soll Tbe minimum value of nitro
gen la teventeen and ono halt cents a
pound, when commuted In conimerclal
fertilizer, which Is evidence that it Is
a valuable and essential ingredient.
According to the agricultural year
book, there were 30.299 Berea of alfalfa,
rUnlYiltroteln-Kroniticky In 1909.
It has been estimated that this acne
age has been doubled since that time.
when Kentucky about twenty sixth
among the States of the I•nion in the
production of this commodity Kan-
sas and Nebraska, however. produce
almost as much alfalfa as all the oth-
er states combined.
Calcium is one of the essential tile-
metes In the omit. If the production 'of
alfalfa Is to be made profitable. Ken-
tucky. being eseentially a limestone
region. is well adapted to its produce
Gen of enormous quantities of alfalfa.
This crop makes excellent adage, and
the farmer who hapi his loft filled with
retail...shay can look forward to the
rigors of it hard winter with consid-
erably more equanimity than the aver
age husbandnian.
Extra Work for Board. _
Two assessments of railroad tree
blues will be made during the current
calendar year by the State Board of
Valuation and Assessment. The reit-
eon is that the beard ham been a year
behind the Railroad Committaten for
.several years in _making assessments
of the total capital, which is the com-
bined assessment of the tangible value
found by the Railroad Commission
and the franchise valuation, The rail-
roars mike a report as of August 1
each year to the auditor. This report
is - for the year endive June 30. ,and
Is used by the Railroad Commleaton in
asaessing the tangible property. On
October 1 the railroads report for the
same period to the State Board of
Valuation and Assessment, but for
some tearion years ago it got behind
and did not assess until the following
summer or fell. The railroads now be-
ing assessed on their franchises were
assessed last fall on their tangible
property by the Railroad Commission,
and the reports on which the assess-
ment now being made are based cover
the late half of 1914 and the first half
of 1915. At a conference of Chairman
Lawrence Finn, of the Railroad Com-
mission; State Auditor Greene, and
Atty. Gen. Logan efewas agreed that
the Railroad Commission will start
next month on its asiessments based
on reports covering the period from
July I, 1915, to June :to, 1916, and in
'October the Board of Valuation and
Asitessment will take up the franchise
assessments covering the same period I
No Pollution In Water.
Frankfort people who have been
complaining of a peculiar taste of the
water taken from the Kentucky riyer
were pleased to know that an exami-
nation of the eater made under the
direction of the State Board of Health
reveals the fact that the water is pure.
After several corrplaints had been re-
ceived concerning the water a local
physician sent a sample of the flute
taken from the reservoir, at low stage
to Bowling Green for an examination.
The peculiar taste of the water was
explained by the city chemist of Lou-
isville several days ago. He claims
that at this season of the year a pe-
culiar growth forms on the bed of the
rivers from which the water derives
the taste. The growth, though, he
says, is absolutely harmless.
More Assessments.
The State Board of Valuation and
Assessment tentatively assessed the
franchise value of the Louisville, Hen-
derson and St. Louis Railway- Com-
pany at $3.256.250, which is $300,000
higher than the 1915 assessment. A
tentative AIASCRSIOPILL $1,31g.124 wa,1
made against the Nashville. Chatta-
nooga and St. Louis, which is an. in-
crease of nearly $200.000 over _last
year's assessment, The Western
l'eion Telegraph Company was tenta-
tively assessed at $S75.S16. a reduction
of $504,000 from the 1915 assessment.
The Kentucky Highland railroed was
tentatively assessed at $896.294.
Resign From Commission.
Mrs. Desha Breckenridge, of Lexieg-
ton, and Miss Tevis Camden, of Wood-
ford county, sent to Gov. Stanley their
resignations as members of the State
Ttiberculosis Commission.
New Postmaster at Harlan.
The nomination of Margaret Pe
Green to be postmaster of !tartan was
just sent to the senate, according to s
report from Washington.
---
Federal Ald Not Available.
Commissioner of Roads Rodman Wi-
ley has just returned from Washing
ton, where he attended a conference
of the State RoadrommIssloneirs con-
coreing the plans for the operation of
the new national road aid law, Mr.
Wiley said it will be necessary for
each state road deparent to sub-
mit to the federal aut orities for ate
provat a rough sketch of each road, for
which' aid is desired, with its tribe-
Wee and then, if It is approved, detail
surveys with specifications and pith
mates, which also must be approved.
- • --41114x
LIDOZIt. MURRAY. XT.
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GUARD PRAISED ANNOUNLEMENT OF PROGRAM CALOMEL SICKENS! IT SALIVATES!
BY GOV.STMLEY
MARKED IMPROVEMENT IS SEEN
SINGS T145 STATE'S ,EKIECU- meat by President Wilmot!, Monday, 
and Bowel Ceansina You Ever Had—Don't Lose a Day's Worldtom Memorial Farm fur the govern
TIVE*111,,AST REVIEW, September 4, has Just been airrwaticed Calomel makes you sick! you lose a
by the General Cummittee The Cu!' day's work. Calomel Is quicksilver
lowing program was mauls public. , and it salivates; calomel Wares your
Invocation-Revs Charlet( E, Ilmak liver.
MIL president of Presbyterian- Thee If yell are btlioaa. hid May, sluggish
leekal Seminary, landeville , intr.. and all knocked out, . if your bowels
dilution by Gen John B. Castlenian. are constipated and your bead aches
Address by the Preeldent of the Lin- or stomach is sour, jest take a spoon-
colt! Farm Association---Joseph W. fel of harmless Dodson's Liver Tone
trtotism of Forefathers. 
Folk. Aildreite -"Abraham Ltneoln instead of using sickening, salivating
and the Seethe' SetUttur John S,hsrp gaoled._ Ltudauni__LIvar-Tons__ta rsed
Williams, of Mississippi, Presentation
Western Newspaper I all New. Sort I. •
Fort Themes, My.--' Tracing Ken
tutey's military history feet' Its
overheat ears, through the Spanish
American war, (loy. A 0 Stanley told
members of the Kentucky National
Guard that he "thanked God he was
( hint magistrste of a state that could
respond so nobly to its traditions and
furnish in the present emergency •
body of men" like that he had review-
ed a minute before. -
Showing the results of taatr two
months' training In camp by every
step the entire Kentucky brigade pass-
ed in review before Gov. Stanley and
Adjt. Gen Tandy Ellis. The various
units wire marshaled Into position
about the band stand, which was util-
ized by the governor as a rostrum.
Commands were given with aseueance
and snap aud the men carried them
out without hitch or hesitancy, all In
contrast with the appearance of the
mostly untrained bat patriotic men
ho wised before the governor on his
visit here airtime two months Age
The governor declared himself great-
ly impressed with the improvement
shown in the conduct and equipment
of the troops since his last visit here.
At that time, because of lack of uni-
forms and training, the parade resem-
bled a mob. -This time It was an army.
Upon mounting the rostrum the gov-
ernor was greeted with a yell which
he declared had it beed heard by Mex-
icans would have frightened them into
behavior lie declared that the Amer-
ican flag had been kept untrammeled
by debonair defiance of death by men
who love their country even better
than their lives and were willing to die
for it. and said the Kentucky army of
1916 was instilled with the same fire
which characterized the state in pre-
vious military crises. Gov. Stanley's
speech was greeted with great ap-
plause by the men'
For Apicrptanee of Lincoln Memorial
'Farm at Hodgenville is Made. BIT sTAy Bugg CONSTIPATED
ne" WM Give You tha Best Liver
SOLDIERS ARE WELL TRAINED
Receive Demonstration Upon Entiirleg
Rostrum-Boys Instilled With Pa
$10,000 IS GIVEN TO SCHOOL
Col. J. L. Torrey Remembered Oneida
Mountain Institute.
Lexington, Ky.-(apt. Robert A. Tor-
rey, of Fruityille. Mo., sent to C. N.
Manning, local financial agent of the
Oneida Mountain Institute and presi-
dent of the Lexington Oneida Club, a
New York draft for $10,0e0 as a be-
quest to the institute. The draft was
sent to the institute with a letter from
('apt. Torreyet brother, Col. Jay L.
Torrey, which says that the draft is
the amount of his brother's remem-
brance to the institete. The gift is
one of a series which have come in a
time of unexpected need and hafe help-
ed to keep alive the spirits of J. A.
Burns, president 'and founder of the
institute.
ENTHUSIASTIC PIG CONTEST.
Knox County Boys in Keen Competi-
tion for Fair Prize.
Barbourville, Ky.-One dozen farm-
er boys, composing the Knox County
Boys' Pig (lub. are in keen competi-
tion for 'substantial cash prizes to be
awarded at the county fair for the
best pigs. An added incentive is that
the winning pig will be entered at the
State Fair at Louisville. The pig club
was started recently, when the First
National Bank gave away a dozen
Duroc pigs. Exhibits to be entered at
the county fair next week are from
last spring's litters.. A ,number of the
contestants havrlaken courses in agri-
culture and stock raising at the Ken-
tucky University and have used ietell-
tiM• methods in reeleg. their entries
with some remarkable results.
ELKS
KY - The list of speakers
who will participate in the ceremonies
incidental/a the acceptance of the Lille
(deem Deed of Gift to the Lincoln
Farm Robert J Collier, chairman of
the Executive Committee.- Flee Rais-
ing Muidc-"Star Spangled Benner."
Acceptance of the Dee! of Gift-The
Se( retary of War. Address President
%Vltava. illeseing-Itt Rev Thomas J
Shahan, rector of Cetholle University,
Washington, le ('. Forty Louisville
motorists went to Metnorial Farm,
which is located about two and one-
half miles from Hodgenville, In Loxes
county, le arrange for immediate oll•
lug of the roads between this city and
the farm.
TUBERCULOSIS ELIMINATION
•,
f3everieor Stanley Makes Stirring Act-
deeps to Delegates In Covington.
-
Coringtoo. KY Delegates from
eight of tho twelve counties In the
Seventh tuberculosis sanatorium dis-
trict of Kentucky assembled in Judge
Traceye court room, city hall, here.
County Judge John H. Read called the
meeting to order and delivered an ad-
tires* of welcome Governor A. U.
Stanley watt present and delivered a
stirring speech. He said in part - "It
is the duty of the government to see
that diseases which deemate societe,
which take away lives precious to so-
ciety are curtailed, controlled or pre-
vented. Every man is worth accord-
ing to statistics, $1,5110 to society. Pie
ought to be worth many thousandise.
It is as much the duty of the govern-
ment to rl the land of these invitee
meets of deatk as to fight hostile
artiste*. •
"Tuberculosis is as deadly as are
the steel bullets fired by an invading
army. This matter of fightine tuber-
eulomis is Merely a matter of business.
One-seventh of the human race is dy-
'ing from this disease. It can be pre-
ventea. and with the blessings of God
this grand old state shall do its duty
by its people to save them from this
curse.
IMPROVEMENTS RECOMMENDED;
Last Year's Enrollment Was Largest
In City's History.
Lexington, Ky.-7-The annual repor
of the city schools, just issued by su-
perintendent M. A. Cassidy, shows that
the enrollment for the 1915-16 session
was the largest in the history of the
schools, a total of 6,406 pupils having '
been enrolled. One hundred and
eighty teachers were employed. A !
comparis.on with the report of twenty- ,
five years ago shows that the enroll-
meat has almost exactly doubled and
the number of teachers has been in-
ceeased 2)0 per cent, although the
cfty's population has increaaed only -
one-third. Superintendent ('assidy
makes a number of recommendationst
tending to make for thie betterment of
the schools.
FARMERS ARE CO-OPERATING.
Trenton, Ky.-Representatives from
clubs of Todd, Logan and
flizirpson counties met in this county
and closed • deal with a Tennessee,
firm for between three and four thou-
sand tons of acid phosphate fertilizer.
Price per ton is $16.40. and the far-
tilizer must contain 16 per cent of acid
phosphate. Todd county will get about
1.000 tons, it is claimed, at a saving
of a handsome sum.
KENTUCKY BREVITIES
HOLD ANNUAL MEETING. 
Paducah, Ey.-Dan Russell, of
Louisville, was selected president at
the ninth annual election of officers of
the state's Elks Association in session
here, and which selected Henkinsville
for the 1917 meeting. Other officers
elected were: First vice, president,
Carl A. Wells, of Paducah: second vice
president, Joseph Bosworth, of Mid-
dlesboro; third vice presideet, Elmer
Detherage, of Richmond, and treas-
urer, N. M. O'Bryan, of Owensboro.
ADVENTISTS NAME OFFICERS.
Bowling Green, Ky.-The, Seventh
Day Adventist Conference elected the
renewing officers: . Dr. B. W. Breen.
of this city, president; E, A. Williams.
secretary sad treasurer: executive
committee, the president, seeretary
and S. D lemming, of Louisville; C. W.
Vermillion, of Winchester:. 0. A. Dow,
of Irvington, and James Hickman. of
Bowling Green. Mee Liedree
teas elected secretary of the *Meth-
school' and Toting ' People's !Nei ir1--
inenti.'ir";"-
Pikeville. Ke.-Else Muttons. 13
years old, died as the result If
juries which he suffered when he Jell
under a freight train at Fords Branch
recentiv Mullens, with other boys,
boarded the train and fell aline jumP4
Ii.g Ire= Cat ty
Genrgetown. Ky.-The Lancaster ho-
tel. through Llewellyn Luke. truetea,
In bankruptcy. was sold at public auc-
tion to, George Lancaster foi $43.000.
Whitesburg Ky.--An order has just
been made by Circuit Judge John P.
Butler incorporating the new town of
Neon in the Boone's Fork coal fields
of this county. Judge Butler will name
the officers for the new town at once.
W. B. Collier, a merchant there, is
likely to become police Mee.
I Guarantee "Dodson's Liver To
liver medicine. You'll know it next
morning because you will wake up
feeling fine, your liver will be work-
ing. your headache and dizziness gone,
your stomach will be sweet and your
bowels regular You will feel like
working You'll be cheerful; fall of
vigor and ambition. .
Your druggist or dealer sells yoU a
10-cent bottle of Dedson's Liver Tolle
INSIST ON FREQUENT CHANGE
Winter Asserts Women Are to Blame
for the Variations of Styles
In Clothes
W'omen want gentething new to wear
every few months. The absolute
truth of this statement is what puts
the world of women aguittait reformers.
It is erste. to read and write reams of
theories as to why %venlig' should not
Indulge in the cajole', -of new
ri•ot bee; and, with delightful itigenuous.
nese these dress put the
blame on the atyleenakers and shops,
Ignoring the fundamental truth that
the blame should be placed on the
women.
Thome elgrare -Miicere and Those
who are Insincere htit want to be
heard crying ,- steed In the market
places, do not go far enough Sala At
clothes (mention when pleading for
(b'u's' reform.
Whitt normal woman would want to
be robbeti of her privilege of seeing
new clothes and buying thetn when-
ever it is possible? What healthy-
Minded women would, want to 60
through life wearing the same gown,
cut on the astute lines and preserved,
or copied, from Mennen to seamen?
Mary Garden, the opera singer, an-
swered this whole tmestion once in an
interview on the (leek of a steamer,
when she wits sailing for Paris. It
was at the height of the great hubbub
concerning the question of American
clothes only.
The reporter called up from the
gangplank. "When. in .your opinion,
will American women wear American
m
clothes only and show their patriot-
is?"
"When they're dead" she called out
over the rail. "They can't protest
against an Americen shroud."-Ex-
change.
ingenlotte Mr. Smith.
When Mr. Smith-your .intimate
friend Smith-awoke the other morn-
ing he was greeted by his wife with
this:
"My sweet boy, do you know you
came home late' 'lastnight, and that
you talked in your sleep?"
"Great Scott: No, illd I?" said Smith,
bndly agitated. "What did I say? Tell
me."
"I just couldn't make it all out. hut
It -ended like ante-up-jackpot stake." -
"Oh. yes, yea, my doer. I was recite
irre,a little Esperanto that a friend was
teaching me; I intended to tell it to
you when I (-time home. It means
'How is niy darling girl tonightY"
No Comeback.
"I received a letter from Aunt Matil-
da asking If we would like to spend
our vacation out on her farm."
"We can't possibly. script her in-
vitation. George. If we die we'll have
to ask her to visit us next winter."
"That will be all right. We can
move into a two-room iiparltnellt in
the fall, and then there won't be room
for her."
ON FIRST SYMPTOMS
use "Ken-ovine" and be cured. Do not
watt until the heart organ is beyond
repair. -Renovine- is the heart and
nerve tonic. Pri.i 60c Ind $1.00.-Adv...
I ,uahead when you !hull: you're
right. but don't expect the crowd to i
follow you.
Compnratively little work cen &In
re.man_thatalicenewils-41-reee--
ender my personal guarantee that •
*Ill ilea' your sluggish liver better
than nasty cakonel; ‘i won't make yea
sick aad you can eat anything yea
want without being salivated Your
druggist guarantees that put h slammed
will start your liver, clean your bowels
and straighten you up by morning or
you can have yovr money book chil-
dren gladly' take Dodson'. Liver Tole
trerattior-tr-tir -phirownt -tasting alit
doesn't gripe or crawl) or make theta
sick
ens selling minions of bottles ot Do&
son's Liver Tone to people who have
found that this pleasant. veget•ble, liv-
er medicine takes the place id danger.
oue renamel liuy one bottle on my
sound. reliable guarantee Ask your
druggist or storekeeper about me. Ads.
Moot Profitable "Ad."
DO you know what was the largest
harvest ever reuped (ruin no (elates.
tisement?
It was the settlement In Penntylue
lea of 100000 German coloneste.
We know that at Germuntewn, title
city, was made the first German eettle-
inent lii Atnerice We also kriew that
in fifty years double that ninny thote
sand Germans came to William Penal)
ettlinly. -
Furthermore, history tells us that
ware end religloue pereecutioret
Gertneny (linnet, this then enparalieled
exodus of men and women.
But what brought them to Penniryl-
'aide reel so made of this the German
contrition wen it ? An ad vertleemetzt
writ ten by Willie en Penn hinter! f and
distributed aniung the Germans along
the Rhine elm had been atricken toy a
thirty-y(1ov' wan-Philadelphia Puling
Ledger.
Forget to Pay.
Patrons of Wincitester barber shops
seem to have a mania for forgetting
to pity their tonsorial bills. In mane
easea it is done unintentionally.
One evening, recently, a former Wits-
cheater resident wbo now lives in Cali-
fornia entered a barber shop for •
haircut anti shave. Ile was in a hurry.
His teminees for the evening included
u ledge meeting, and, most important
of all, eatching a train for hls home.
Many of his old-time friends were in
the shop when he stepped from the
chair. Ile bade them all good-by and
started to leave the shop, lie linenot
yet paid his WM
"Did you forget something?" the bar-
ber asked as Ike customer war liar.
ing. The shop; 
"Oh, yes, I beg your pardon," the
customer replied. ''Gotei-by, good-by."
And the bill still remains unpaid,-
Indianapolis News.
L -
What She Wanted.
Lydia Virginia was having her fifth
birthday prepared for her. Grandma
baked her birthday cake and made her
a little sample cake. Lydia Virginia,
on breaking the sample apart, ex-
claimed: "Why, grandma. this is not
the kind of a cake I want." Ques-
tioned what kind she wanted, she ..n-
swered: "Why, I want my cake when
you cut a piece of it to look like a
spotted cat" Her grandma baked a
innrble cake and when rut Lydia Vie
_was delighted, and said: 'This-
is it, grandma; this is the kind of a
cake I wanted."-Cleveland Leader.
The Rod.
Knicker-Smith says he whipped the
stream.
Becker-But the stream doesn't
know it.
wriest's Indies remake rins laa.ve stood
the test of woe Test awes yourself saw. Bead
for "ample to 172 leserl seet, 5. Y.-54v.
How a girl dislikes riding in a
buggy with a one-armed manl
Noise is not the strength of mils
KIDNEY I.. deceptive disease-thousands havc It
TROUBLE and don't know it_ Ityou want good results
you can make no mistake 1-y using Dr.
Kiimer's Sesmp-Itoot the great ludnerremedy. At druggists in tiny cent and
dollar sizes_ eampe size bottle by Par-
cel Post also pamphlet telling you etsititIt, Address Pr. Kilmer & Co.. Bingham-
ton. N. Y, and enciese ten cents, alas
mention this paper.
',ands Wats. linee. ^Th.
Davouulocal. lagsac Aik
IIITERSMITIfs
anu.Tofec
Sold for 47 years. For Malaria. Chills arid Female.. Aloe.S Filirta Cipeztaral filltressgthertims "fordo. 110c Ind $1.00 d
Maysville, Ky -The sixty-second an- Dart
nual meeting of the Germantown Pair NIP You Know Your •was held at its grounds, twelve miles •
west of this city. The premium list
the largest in the history•of the 
D -faughter• that she rOaches the first w:tal periodmands the greatest care. It is then
Awe At an early age your daughter de-
.
of her life. Be not deaf to her half
Was
association.
Carlisle. Ky.eaCountve Judge James
Mitchell Just gave warning notices to
the traveling public that the suspen-
sion bridgeekaneing,the Licking River.
at Blue Lickwa Nieholes county; is eery
daageroui, for ieevy iWite and wag-
ons and heavi' travel in general. Coe
tractors are now at work there.
to her pallid countenance. Begin Stella Vitae
uttered sighs ot pain, nor Mind
at once to aid nature by using
It strengthen. and greatly stimulates the delicate arcane to heeltb.tul activity. This wonderful preparation has assisted thousands of girliand women. It is sold under a guarantee to bring quick relief from fe-
male disorders and strengthens the frail system. At dealers. today, $1.
MACHU, MEDICINE CO.. CHATTANOODA. TENN.
'T
• t..
agass„.
ItRYPIK)
°LAS ES
vin mix sisucs‘
They Ore you the clearest nese
snit far violets eassist• s. tines alp
'Immure your vision KIR YPTOKIII
trveovenecl Cr'e-social have Immo
ot lino. lils• the "OM 111611101144,111"
double sialgai items.
Offie:Villetark
4411411.14144R441fst+attet+St+St+nt+11144t
z t. P. A., HART ;
Physician and Surpon
I -- -- -
Special Attention ..
to Diseases .'t
EYE. EAR, NOSE sad Tflibit
•
Evha Tended: ---otasses- Fitted. „.
Murray, Kentucky
y steal brmery.Both Plicate. + fowls a very strong protection broken and wan displaced and riling the building and it is now
keg, 11 inches wide, 14 inches
high, for all mail, including tar-
cel pest.
Better knowledge of pOtil con
ditions and riquirements oh the
pert of the public means improv-
ed service rendered by postal
employes. A copy of the official
poste, guide, issued annually
July, should be a part of the nec-
essary equipment of every bust.
nese concern, of every school or
Institution, and in fact, all *he
may use the postal service. The
guide is essential to the users of
the pareel post, an-4he-1W et
postoftiees arranged by sta
contains the unit number.. Zone
keys are obtainable through your
postmaster who will be pleased
to explain about the different
priced editions and furnish or-
der Blanks,
Peace.
Peace is not for cowards. It
calls for the highest form of
courage. It demands moral stam-
ina, which is more rare than
•IL,;
6000 NEWS
•••••
Corpse (hollered.
C ,
„
SUCCESS OF PARIS DRUGGIST
Columbia, Ky., August 24). A WHO MARRIED A MURRAY GIRL
"tlood news travels fast,- and $6 000 damege suit, peculiar in
the many bad back suffe•ers in
Murray are glad to learn where
relief may be found. Many a
lame, weak and aching back is ton, of Cumberland county, Drug Store, uptown, has now oc-
bad no more, thanks to Dcan's against W. It. Myers & Son, who cupied the building on the east
Kidney Pills. Here is an exam- owned and operated the auto corner of the Caldwell block.
pie worth reading: between Columbia and Cam. _IThis more than doubles the floor
W. B Broach, ex-county u-
sesaor, Murray. Ky., says: "I
have had attacks of kidney trou-
ble occasionally and have always
taken Doan's Kidney Pills. They
ave never fatted to betp me.-
Others have also told me what
great good they have had from
this medicine."
Price 50e, at all dealers. Don't
pbellsville until July 1 this year.
that his mother died near Hatch- I
In his petition the plaintiff states 
space ard it will be possibnlem:
carry a much larger stock.
I. F. Kirk, the proprietor, be-1
eloricTanydlorwheileu nhtoy, on May 1.1 gan a small business here sever-
was scevstY'l era] years ago and ban bee
Timber remains In- a hearse to cessful from hi fist. His bta-
Cumberland county for burial, 'skim has grown by leaps and
and when near the Murrell hill, ' bounds and a few years ago he
In Adair county, they met one of I. !opened a store in west Paris.
the defendant's cars, driven by 1 With the extension of his store
simply ask for a kiduey remedy Pete Garvin. The team drawing No. 1, Mr. Kirk's uptown store
, get Doan's Kidney Pills-the the hearse became frightened at becomes one of thet to.
'same that Mr. Broach had. Fos- the automobile and turned the date in west Tennessee.
I ter-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, hearse over. Plaintiff states his ,. •; The wall between the old build-
:N. Y. nose was broken and mashed ing and the one just occupied by
Ne 111r4s to bo Ws! ea Hats. and his face permanently disfig-
ured. that the casket containing moved, making the two build-
The laws of Kentucky has his mother's corpse was broken jugs into one. For many weeks
placed around its wild game and , open and the arm of the corpse' workmen have been busy remod-
-Its nature and allegations, was Because of the increued bust-
filed in the Adair circuit court a news and inadequate floor space
few days ago by A. M. Huadles- of the old building alone, Kirk's
Kirk's Drug Store has been re-
•
(Mice Ikon.: t in the way of laws. One pas- It calls for the courage of a
9 5 12 a. in. I 1., 4 p. m. sage in the new law cuts out the man, not that of a wolf. It
az;1114befia+44+11•141-fie+bi+1,4111-Ftlfie+ wearing of stuffrd birds on hats, means putting national Justice 
Mips apse ontriguted and the eti•irn
field was evegiod to thAer.
- _ which custom has long prevailed 
shove national pride. It means;
the exaltation, of seLtrestrainti  
"vp to Jun.. Pith the fty hal notBy virtue of the will of Sarah progressive business men in the -
Inc=0•0•c:•••=>••=)•c>••cZo• wi th the renter sex. The law icsjijimad
 %Lent. lint had
M. Cochran, deceased, whichhas city arid his many friends ara
;
BEATING THE
HESSIAN FLY
•
•
Medi of Successful Mich-
igan farmers.
•
DR KEYS DA RICHARD lira
Drs. Keys & Keys
Physicians and Surgeons
Office: First Nation-
al Bank Building
Phones: Cumb. 75. 10.90.
sinC:sinCosnoo<=:tiscAtosnc:›40
4pcx.c.).c>«::::)••=4.Q.c>4.
I
WilliArn H. Jones
Attorney-at-Law
-- Office With —
N. B. BARNETT
Murray, w : Kentucky
B. F. BERRY
DENTIST
Office Over Postoffice in Cit-
izens Bank Building.
Both 'Phones 215
•
4110040.0.010044nC.DgegC:::01sZ>ce
greatly disfigured.
Notice of Sale.
one of the most attractive store's
to be found anywhere.
Mr. Kirk is one of the most
At 'this ileac anvil th.. 
nett rot the
Ileaalan Fly la tWe0111111$ 00 
wide.
spread, and every Implement ot
faro Is being used, any surd or 
moth.
od of-control Is cagerlY To tb.
-postand•Lickatat goners nothing to
Stara arcsptable-tisaw-tiiiii_Lrit t 
no _
success of other practical 
tanners.
and because of this the exparleng 
of
Mr. P. I. filmona of Calhoun 
County,
Mich, is worthy of note. It is not a
one year. test, but 
observationa
front threat crops that Was c
onclusion
Is based upon.
As Mr. Mullins tells It: "Th• 
wheat
Bold was severely attacked hg 
(hi
Hessian fly. and the average 
yield
that )'•&S' A Ail 3 to 6 busshals per 
acre.
Bight across -1 ho fence from Inv 
wheal
field was another gin lige same 
kind
of ground that had been prepared 
ID
practli ally the same way.
"The differenc was that I used
200 pounds of a complete 
fertilizer
per acre. The application was 
made
with a fertilizer- attachment ta the
grain drill at the time of %ottani; At
four different places woos the held.
covering ars case is given n above the moon of vengeance. I 
aitarkel the up/Prate:A ahem
I-- I been duly and regularly probated glad to see him enlarge his busi-
j thes? words. "No person shall 
pro.l. bdaniltel tit t,gstla..ur.clantioti etxert 4; rum.' Iri 3 t wt ba
t"
by the Calloway County Court now, feeling that he deserves 
It-scorns rice-hate, and
and is now recorded in Will Book --Paris Parisian. 
manity." Its patriotism is a the field.
usrec. iripi:arecl
bird: or purchate offer or ex- 
ty clerk's office, the undersigned, ciates chronicling the success of
It means the higher manliness 21 _bushels 41totr _Ile_rf.. Th" fertoirliseart
( 4 pc.. acre. My wheat threshed 
out
ati wagon made' scrotalclaims, 'Above all nations is hu- 1I within the state of Kentucky at its regular April term, 1916, the success that has come to him.
; kill, catch or have in his or her 
At this time the fluid ag rose
possession, living or dead, any . • 4 • . ministry to the world. and not a 
the fence frem mlne had practically
, E, page n5, in the Callowa cy oun- (The Ledger always appre- 1 gen deatroyed. yieldin
g only 3 bush.
wild bird, other than a game' menace.
as executpr of said Sarah M. former residents of Murray or
such wild bird after it has been 4 or It often leads to abuse, contempt,
tihat Iseabr, nhtealant-ar
where no fertilizer was applied I fail
when it came to the Realm
Cochran's estate, on Monday, i Calloway county, and while Mi. nactren rteoattine
l.pose for sale, transport or ship Of the gentleman, and not the
within or without the state, any 
ea..ast.o.x. bushels
September 25, 1916, at about'the. Kirk is not a native or even a cheaper manliness of the bully.
hour of 1:00 p. tn., will sell at. former resident of Ml rray
killed or caught. No part of the 
ed to get a clover stand, while on that
• the h. Ithi  h , f martyrdom. It led the Princepublic auction to  ighest and, s county e was ortunate 
plumage, skin or body of any
For Sale.--47-acre farm, well
improved and in high state of
cultivation, located 6 miles nortr,
of Murray: 5-room house, other
improvements good, fine water,
good young orchard, 7 acres in
timber, 34 acres in grass. For
terms and price, see or write A.
S. Blalock, Alm% Rt. 2. 72712*
Ledger ads pay 100 per cent.
be sold or had in possession." the court house in Murray, Cal- 
.../TertIllzed portlon of the field I nits
Game birds are designated as loway county, Kentucky, the fol.; to learn of his success on this generous patience, far sight, hu‘. 
the hest clover in the neighborhood.""better of Peace there.
bird protected by this act, shall best bidder, at the north door of 
' enough to select his • 
' half" in this city and we rejoice Peace is the ally of wisdom, 
ut
lowing described real estate, tc- 
it , olulkdilinolt uben taken  I 
Isn't 
afenrt in.
swans, geese, brant, river and ' account. Mrs. Kirk is a daugh- man consideration for humble aye's."
partridges 
wit:
61 acres off the east side of !•1 
of the plants results, and thus the
to. carry on the deAructlop. Sol,'" ing
when- the' Inereased heaith anti vig01
fly turns to the weaker, sicklier p..anta
0 but it fulfills its mislion
sea ducks, woodcocks. curlews, ', ter of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Diug- lives. War is the ally of egot-
prairie id, of this city, and the success ism, anger, cruelty, vain-glory.wild turkeys, grouse,
chickens. pheasants,
and quails, and rutsurning doves. the northeast quarter of section of her husband 
will be of pleas- Peace is the unshakable our- tato will help avoid the fall brood,
Silver of Quality
Rely On your own
judgment as to pat-
tern, but remember
durability is-the most _
friiiiiiitatft feature.-
11147
ROGERS BROS.
is the name stamped on
the back of spoons, forks
and fancy se rvi n g pieces
in silver plate of proven
quality-
"Silver Plate
that Wears"
Wide latitude for choice
I a offered in the many
exquisite designs.
Sold by leading dealers
everywhere. Send for
Catalogue -M..'
showing all
designs.
MOOdoW SAMS.
fores000r to
MOMMAtm WItomala
arlAk AOW
Telephones on
Farms at
Low
Rates
If there is no telephone on. your farm
write for our Free Booklet telling how you
may get Service at 50 cents per month
and up.
A postal will do!
Address:-
Farmers' Line Department.
CUMBERLAND TELEPHONE
TELEGRAPd COMPANY
1 -._ • i$OX se, PADUCAH,
•••••,
•
1Io.• •111,... IV •
• -,44*: • •
dasl$0,--411011rik..,t•.
• -t„..
-
bounded as follows: Beginning The Most Musical Town in America. blind courage of madness. 
but no recourse other than ha‘ing .•.../ing interest to her many friends.) age of sanity; war is the red,20, -township I, range 3 east,
at the northeast corner of said 
_The4cingt _earth areinen_m_wmgood strong healthy 
plants can Its w
war; the King of Kings, 
when turned to so that the rpring brood
He sent His cohort of angels to 
not have the chance of profit.
-- 
eirth, gave:them no war cry but 
taking.
"Peace on earth, good will to- 1160 rods to th.e beginning. con- - gays:
men !" - Dr. Frank Crane,
. , ••Threeihint. it yr_ gziet,Pary Itl WIlr
Also a part of a 100 acre tract' 0,004) in I in Pictorial Review for Septem- 
ing a sucie.csful warfare against tlictaming 61 acres. ' "It is Lindsborg, Kansas, a l ward
country town of only ... -; 
Hessian EH. vi?: thoreugh preparu
habitants. Lindsborg has a big her, 1916, 
tion of tl:e soil. so as to torn.' the
of land oil of the east side of 
. .
quarter section, thence west 61 Boston? New York? Chicago?
rods, thence south 160 rods, No, none of these. The Septem-
thence east GI rods, thence north ber Woman's Home Companion
the Brusn quarter of land willed
to Sallie J. I'aschall by John
Boyd, deceased, and being a part
of the southwest quarter of sec-
tion 20, township 1, range 3 east,
and being 40 acres described by
beginning at the southeast cor-
ner of A. J. Cochran's 30 acre
tract on quarter section line, and
being 48 poles south of the north-
east corner of said quarter sec-
tion, thence west with A. J.
Cochran's south line 100 poles,
thence south 64 poles, thence
east 100 poles to quarter section
line, thence north with said line
64 poles to the beginning.
Also 80 acres off of the east
side of the southeast quarter of
section 20, township 1, range 3
east and ten acres off of the
north end of the east half of the
northeast quarter of section 20,
township 1, range 3 east.
Said sale will be made upon a
credit of six months, hearing 6
per cent interest from date, with
the privilege of the purchaser to
pay- cash on the day of sale, or
at any time within six months
thereafter, and when payment
is so made the interest on the
purchase price-of sale will cease.
The purchaser on.purchasers will
be required to execute to the un-
dersigned, as executor of Sarah
M. Cochran. deceased, negotia-
ble notes or bonds for the pur-
chase price of the land bought
by them, with good and approv-
ed surety therein, which notes
or bonds shall be secured by lien
upon the property sold. The un-
dersigned reserves the right to
reject any and all bids. Tract
No. 1 of 61 acres and tract No.
2 of 40 acress will be sold as a
whole and tract No. 3 of 904 ac-
res will be sold in two parcels
and then as a whole and the
highest bid accepted.
Witness my an this 7 day
of August. 19'6.-4 G. Ford, Ex-
ez....ator of ,Sarni.),M. Cochran.
Wel A: Keys. Attorne3a. •
•
band, a symphony orchestra of
60 pieces, which plays the same
l class of music as the Boston
:symphony and the New York
Philharmonic orchestras, a male
chorus, a children's chorus with
several hundred members, a Mu-
sical Art Society,-which special-
izes in operatic works; but
Lindsborg's greatest glory is its
Ontario Society of nearly six
hundred, to which whole families
belong, and which gives annual-
ly a remarkably fine rendition of
Handel's 'Messiah.'
"This inspiring record of mu-
- sical good deeds was begun some
thirty-five years ago by Carl
Aaron Swensson, who came to
Lindsborg as pastor of the little
church in the newly formed
Swedish colony there. He was
a young man with a vision. He
wished to found a college for the
youth of his people, and to give
them also great music for their
daily life. Both dreams Came
true. Doctor Swensson, aided,
by his devoted wife, built in
Lindsborg a college which now
has an enrollment of nearly 1,-
000: and the st,Jry of his musical ;
organizations was briefly told in:
the first paragraph." .
Rules Regarding Ilail Boxes.
The postmaster general has is:,
sued the following rules regard-
ing rural route mail boxes.
- All mail boxes erected on rural
routes from now on must Con.
form to new specifications pre-
scribed by the postoffiee depart-
ment, and be officially approved
by postmasters at the place of
manufacture. Each box so ac-
cepted will be stampfd on the
inside by the approving postmas-
ter. Two 8;7. have been de-
signed•-and adopted. No. 1, 18i
inches long. 7} inches wide, 76
inches high, for ler'ers and or-
dinary m Na. inches
444
- •
State of Ohio, city of Toledo.
RR.
Lucas county •
Frank J. Cheney makes oath. that
hest possible c_t-ndittc.ns fur germina-
tion: heavy fertilLection, if the soll
is not already in good conditicn. so
as to insure a club k and rapid growth,
and late sowing so as to compel the
he is senior partner or tne firm of eggs...
flies to go elsewhere to deposit their
F. J. Cheney Ig Co., doh g t rsineas
in the city of Toledo, county 
This extract from Bulletin 194 of
State aforesaid, and that said firm tains In a nut-shell the, main condi-
ntId i the Indiana Experiment Station. con-
Will pay the sum of ONE HUN- Hong to be handled in control of
DRED DOLLARS for each and
every case of catarrh that cannot be
cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure. FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscrib-
ed in my presence. this 6th day of
STAMP OUT THE FLY
the pest. The Illinois Circular 146 al-
so makes a good point when It d'
(hares: "A vigorous wheat plant Is
much better able to react against an
attack of the fiy, especially by stool
ing freely or throwing out an abund-
ance of new shoots from the rootDecember A. D. MI6. Whatever tends, consequently. to give(Seal) A. W. GLEASON, vigor to the plant reduces proportion.Notary Public. ally the percentage of loss.".
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in- This leads to the conclusion that •
ternally, and acts directly upon the fertilizer containlng at least per
blood and mucous surfaces of the cent ammonia and at least 10 per cent
system. Send for testimonials free available phosphoric- acid may be the
F. J. CHENEY cit (.30., Toledo. CO. salvation of the 'crop, and the expert
'nee of many users bear this out. WithSold b • II druggist. "Tg..
such crop insurance so cheap coml.aredTake Hall's Family Pills for coo- with results obtained, the enhanepdstipation ' chances fer„a successful eloper catch
always greater by its use. fert.iiser
Development Associatioa Meetings. idif play a very important part in
thts fight on.the Hessian My:
There will be a nieetinv of' the.
FEED-UP YOUR FIELDSCatistway County Development !
INCREASE YOUR YIELDSAssociation at Palestire schcor
house, pear Hie.). on Friday, Ttere is a farmei• -Wheln I i now 
k
September 1. at 2:COo'clock p.m.,
lie knows that larger yielas of a
who show: that t IP is
and at Gunters Flat school house come when you fertilize.same date at night. XV.th crop reports muck lower thanLet all the people of tip corn-- -last year and prices high.
; terested in better farming and some nitrogen el‘ie help
munities and others who are in-
food is his hest .by,
the groatb,
The farmer easily ae Fee that plant
better livestock be present to
hear the discussion of these ques-
tions of vital interest to every-
one just now.—W. H. Finney.
Secretary.
_ .
USTAN
For Sprains, Larneness,
Sores, Cuts, Rheumatism
Penetrates and Heals.
Stops Pain At Once
For Man and Beiiat
25c. 50c. $1. At All Dealers.
phosphoric' acK Towi,
A little potash atreturthens straw andplumps the kernels too.
Let's help the plants make good s _growth and fill,the kernels plump. _
fly feeding them with‘st4tat food .R1r) •-Then watch the profits nutip• 'The profits mile with larger y;eldethe average crops non't paySp why not get your share of gate--the fertilizer wit!? •With wheat you haver a.tistfikVbialdCrop anci extra bn.hets corm.' 4Fertilise. your fields. 'bring up your wyields,and watch your prohts.mpurit.Ard when you see jusT ttnr.it• paysthis year to fertilize- your whe.tt.Next sear 'mill feed your ether (roesand all, your records heal.For Tarining ic A csrl, alC.,h-the1„, Col ten Built ai,11'•- lii -,NimEN 11.,.0,.....,:, )t hIrrar(OrMlre trigatilifai." ... te-td
* • "-‘4,11/641.4. -4...4.14b.444.1.... • •tadtat4.:4- r 7
•
•
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